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The History Calendar
We hope you like the PACIFIC HisTORIAN. We attempt to assess each contribution by a number of measuring sticks: accuracy, interest, worthwhileness.
Let us hear from you about the things you like- as well as the mistakes we
make. No publication can advance without the help of its readers.
·
Finally, if you are not a subscriber, do mail one of the enclosed blankseither for a subscription to the PACIFIC HISTORIAN, or for a membership in
the }EDEDIAH SMITH SociETY which includes the PACIFIC HISTORIAN.

AN ARCHIVIST PRODS HISTORIANS
\ Vhen a non-historian addresses himself to historians, he is on quite dangerous
ground if he attempts to make statements or observations, but he is on solid
footing if he confines his remarks to the asking of questions and the seeking
for answers. This, then, is my role in the following paragraphs.
The history of mankind is a never-ending procession of individuals and
groups plodding up from the dim past into the obscure future, planning ahead
for better times, but glancing back over their shoulders to see what they can
learn from where they have been and what they have done. Historians train
themselves to draw out various threads from the tangle of fact and fiction that
we call the past, and then examine these fragments to see if they can reconstruct in their imagination vvhat actually happened. Being human, they reflect
upon what they have found.
It is my purpose to ask you, the historians of today, what you are doing to
make threads that future historians will be able to pick out to better understand this age. Historians love to write, thus many written records will
survive. But what is your charge to speak to your age from what you have
learned from your study of the past? Are no lessons learned from experiences
drawn from the past applicable to the problems we face? Having learned, are
you not obligated to speak?
vVriting observations on the past or the present seems an idle pastime unless
these writings carry within themselves the hope for a better tomorrow. You
judge that mankind was better off for having tried this experiment in living,
or developing that pattern of relationships. Having judged, must you then
not apply this lesson to the world we have and thus become instruments for
creating a better tomorrow?
vVhat would you hold up from the morass of your day as a present to the
future, a gift of insight into what will be a confusing past by tomorrovv?
Address yourself to your biographer in a manner that will assure his response
as positive vis-a-vis your role in the progress of the race.
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j EDEDIAH SMITH R ENDEZVOUS AT L YNNEWOOD

JEDEDIAH SMITH SOCIETY RENDEZVOUS
October 6, 1962
The historic Rendezvous was a gathering of many different kinds of people
for the purpose of trade, information, and sociability. There were the trappers with their furs, the merchants with their wares, the explorers with their
experiences, the engineers with their transits, and the Indians with their curiosity. They all met at the same level. They swappd their goods, they swapped
their experiences, and they swapped their stories. There were also contests:
in marksmanship, wrestling, running, jumping, and swimming. There were
great steaming kettles of food and coffee, and the smell of barbecued venison
over camp fires. It "vas the great event of the year and, as originally promoted
by the Mountain Men, it acomplished the equivalent of a year's business,
fostered friendships, and provided information which was indispensable to
these rugged individuals. The 1962 Rendezvous of the Jedediah Smith Society brought to the membership of this wonderful organization many of these
same features.
The meeting was held at Lynnewood with a view of the entire Amador
V'llley. Each guest represented a pioneer and the gay and variegated costumes
provided an appropriate setting for the festivities. Undoubtedly, the success
of the Rendezvous came from the fact that everyone was a participant.
Here are a few excerpts from the many messages which have come to
"Senor and Senora Amador":
From Sonora: "A note can hardly express the pleasure your home and surroundings have given me .... You really caught a lot of the feeling, as I
imagine, of the Rancho San Ramon."
From Arcata: "By pure coincidence, !Benjamin] Kelsey's partner, Trapper
Clyman, was also represented at the rendezvous, and the two men greatly
enjoyed the opportunity to play up their parts in the gay, historic reunion."
"We were happy to see Sacajawea again."
"Our. only regret was the absence of your dear friend, Robert Livermore
of Positas Rancho."
From Fresno came these words: "We both had a wonderful time."
From Palo Alto: "I can't remember a single party I ever attended that was as
delightful in every way ... the novel program, so dramatic and entertaining
... to inspire each of us to do our bit of research."
Another from Palo Alto: " ... an admirable way of getting us all to study."
From Redding: "I imagine everyone else thought as I did that there would be
dozens of J edediah Smiths and Kit Carsons and the many other mountain
men. [Surprising as it may be, there was not a single J edediah Smith nor Kit
Carson!] ... It surely was a novel idea and I hope there are more like it."

Concluded on page z6o
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CONTEJVIPORARY BIOGRAPHY
CHARLES MA TTHAIS GOETHE
This is written on October I 7, I 962. The daily papers of yesterday announce
the emergence or establishment of the Lay Priesthood in the Roman Catholic
Church. It is hailed, as it should be, as a dynamic, forward step in this great
religious organization. The lay member is "as much the church as priests or
bishops."
In the working assemblies of many Protestant churches, there are as many
laymen as ministers - sometimes more laymen. Laymen often reflect the convictions of their ministers on religious matters, but they also demonstrate
independent and authentic Christian understanding of essential truths. Many
laymen take seriously the Protestant idea that every believing Christian shares
in the Christian ministry as a minister, even though he is not ordained. Such
a layman is Charles Matthais Goethe.
Born in Sacramento on March 28, I 87 5, during the Reconstruction Days
following the Civil VVar, he was to become a leading citizen of that community. Charles was a precocious youngster, learning to read at a very early
age. His parents, both teachers, early initiated him into the mysteries of
botany, geology, and the great out-of-doors. During the years, these childhood play-activities have become more and more the absorbing interests of
his life.
His marriage to Mary Glide, also a talented nature student, brought together a team which traveled throughout the world, exploring little-known
areas and gathering a great store-house of facts and experiences. These have
been shared with others through talks and many publications.
Back in California, he met John Muir and later became a member of that
little group of conservationists (including YVilliam Kent, Stephen Mather,
Newton and Aubrey Drury, et al) who fought continuously and untiringly
for the preservation of forests and beauty spots for the coming generations.
Today, as one travels along the Red·w ood Highway, he sees the tangible evidence of how Dr. Goethe made a part of this dream come true in the Mary
Glide Goethe Grove (a memorial to his late wife), and in the 9ooo-acre
Jedediah Smith Grove (a living tribute to the first great explorer who came
overland to California).
Dr. Goethe's benefactions are countless and varied, but each receives his
most careful thought and counsel. Unlike many philanthropists who are "too
busy to bother with details," and who designate Boards and Foundations to
dispense gifts, he feels that no gift is quite complete until it receives his careful
scrutiny, and no transaction is closed until he is positive that his gift is being
used as directed.
In other words, his life and his work validate the saying:
"The Gift w ithout the Giver is bare . .. "

JOURNAL OF A VOYAGE FROi\11
BALTIJVIORE TO SAN FRANCISCO
By Robett Gotdon
I849
R

Edited and Annotated by
E GINALD R. STUART and GRACE D. STU ART
PART II

Robert Gordon, a native of Northern Ireland, but more recently a resident
of Baltimore, Maryland, records his trip to California on the sailing vessel,
Xylon, during the spring and summer of 1849. The tedious, eight-·weeks'
voyage to Rio de Janeiro had brought the usual nautical adventures of gales
and calms, poor food, arrogant officers, and elemental animal behavior for
the boat-load of 140 men. Now ahead ·within the enchanted harbor of Rio, ·
these caged humans saw a brief respite from their crowded quarters, stale
rations, snooty officers, and all-male companions.
Probably our Argonaut, like most of the thousands of young voyagers who
were bound for California, failed to see the larger significance of his migration. The "Trip 'round the Horn," or the "Journey 'cross the Plains," was
something far beyond a bundle of personal experiences. It was a metamorphosis. \iVhether the participant realized it or not, life - his life - would never
again be the same. He hoped that somewhere along the trail the colors of the
butterfly would rub off on him and change the grubbing character of his life.
And so it did. Some few achieved fortunes and honors beyond their fondest
expectations, others were less successful, but all were changed. This, then,
is the day-by-day record of the metamorphosis of an individual - Robert
Gordon.
27th. [March, 1849] This morning found us still lying off Rio, or trying
to get in against a wind dead ahead. We have ample time to admire the beauties of the shore, and here indeed, Nature has been lavish of her charms. Such
a bold, and picturesque coast! with such scenery in the background of the
interiour; what tovvering mountains, their base and sides clad in the richest
tropical vegetation, interspersed with sylvan retreats, and their summits lost
in cloudy vapor. Nearer the shore, amongst them, dells and ravines, as the
comfortable residences of the peasants look down, they seem to upbraid us
for leaving our homes in another hemisphere, and calling them up so vividly
to our minds, appear like a mirror to the mind in which the representations
of every endeared object, mocks us for suffering ourselves to be led away in
pursuit of Gold, from scenes of such superior comforts and happiness.
At last, we have got inside the Fort just as the retreat was a beating and the
Brazillian Flag being lowered from its staff at sunset. We were hailed from the
1
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Fort, and after answering their questions satisfactorily passed up to the quarantine ground about 4 miles from the City. \ iVhen being hailed by the guard
ship, and ordered by her, we cast anchor at 7 Yz P.Ivr. and then our eager sight
was feasted with an illuminated vievv of Rio de Janeiro, as it lay among the
hills, skirted with its neighbouring villages on both sides of the harbour. This
being the Holy season of Lent, and Rio being the Capital of Brazil, which
being exclusively a Roman Catholic country, these days and nights are characterized by all possible display, processions of ecclesiastics, accompanied
by dense crowds, with the military and their bands, while "distance lent
enchantment to the view" and the very air came loaded with the perfume of
fruits and flowers. All tended to give it the appearance of a fairy scene. Not
a little helped by our wrought imagination, having been 52 days without
seeing anything like a civilized city, the last being Baltimore, I stayed on
deck until a late hour, and then retired to rest, charmed, beyond my expectations.
28th. At anchor, all hands up by daylight; preparing to go ashore which
we could not accomplish until after 8 o'clock A.M. \ iVhen the Dr. came
aboard, we did not wait to be inspected by him but taking the opportunity
of his visit to the Cabin, we crowd into a fleet of boats, which followed the
Medical Gent to our ship and pushed off for the City. I should have mentioned that an officer from the American Brigg Perry came on board this
morning at 7 o'clock, and took our letters promising to have them transferred
to the States. He was heartily cheered (or rather the Flag he bore) both on
his arrival, and when leaving our ship, he politely thanked us for the honors
conferred on the flag under which he served, and gave us a general invitation
to visit the Brigg at anytime while in Port.
Rio de Janeiro, lies in Latitude 22 °, 54', rs" south, and Longitude West
4 3°' Is'' so". It is an antique looking place, containing about 200,000 inhabitants and situated in the midst of the most beautiful mountain scenery. \ iVhen
we got on shore ·we ·were nearly bewildered in the crowd wishing to see every
place, and did not know which to visit first. We commenced by stopping at
No. 14 Rue Darietta, from whence, after refreshing ourselves, and entering
our names as transient boarders, we set out in small parties to explore the city
until dinner hour. In our tour everything appeared strange. The streets, (a
few squares excepted) are all narrow, and crooked, paved with very large
stones, and sloping in towards the centre, the reverse of the fine iVlackadamised roads and streets, we had been accustomed to. Here, pedestrians instead
of occupying the footwall{s, take all parts of the thoroughfares, while niggers, halfnaked, carrying burdens on their heads, keeping up a continual
jabber, or chant, to the tune of which they trot along through 1\llulecarts,
waggons, and funny looking caricatures of carriages, w ith an occasional
sedan carried on the shoulders of slaves, through the curtains of which, a peep
may sometimes be stolen at a lady, a favor which is not to be obtained at all
hours in the streets, of this good city. Take it all in all, the motly crowd, and
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their manner of doing business compose the most confused picture of anything pretending to civilization.
Rio contains many noble and venerable looking churches. There seems to
be much more trouble in adorning the interior than the exterior of these
buildings. On entering one is struck with the profusion of Gold and Silver,
used in ornamental work, and the several articles of service. They are all
Roman Catholic, except one, which is the Established Church of England,
which is tolerated through respect to the English residents. Of these churches
the most gorgeous is that of the Emperor, fronting the Palace Square. The
latter place takes its name from the Palace, which bounds it on one side; this
edifice is not of that splendid character which is generally associated with
the idea of an Emperor's residence. It would not be considered a first-rate
house for a European Nobleman, though it is the occasional residence of The
Imperialissimo of the Brazils. There are not many public buildings worth of
note. The exchange is a respectable looking pile, and I think has a good deal
of business transacted in it. A very remarkable feature of the buildings in this
place is the total absence of chimneys, and their roofs of tile. These tiles are
of a semicylindrical form, or something like a pitcher cut down the centre,
and laid on the roof with the convex side down, then courses with the Convex
upwards are laid on the joints of the under ones, making a very rough and
heavy looking roof. The Military Barracks are very indifferent and the military little better than an armed mob, nine tenth's of which are niggers. The
Citizen Population are of all the different colors of our race, from the ruddy
Englishman, to the smoke coloured Portuguese, and from him down to the
ebony colored African. The latter in this place, are held in the lovvest and
most degraded state that man can be in, and to mix among a civilized people.
Though I cannot think much of the civilization that can look with such indifference on the degradation of their species. It is a strange anomaly, and
I think, peculiar to this Country, that such of the Colored population as have
been set free, or can have money enough to make them look respectable enjoy
more privileges, and are more respected than their Brethren in the United
States of America.
The fountains of this City are remarkably fine. The water which supplies
them is conducted through aqueducts from the mountains in the neighbourhood of the city, having in its course descended many hundred feet. Consequently the fountains which are of different and grotesque shape jet it forth
with great force. This city could be supplied with hydrant water, in a short
time and with very little expense. The present manner of bringing it to their
houses is in barrels on the heads of niggers, or in mule carts.
The Portuguese of Rio, are very polite and respectful to the Californian
emigrants from the U. S. It is said that we have been allowed more privileges
in their city, than any foreigners have hitherto enjoyed. To my own knowledge, we have been admitted into places where their own people were not
allowed to enter.
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After exploring the most of the City, we returned to our Hotel where we
proved by our performance at table, the salutary effects of the exercise of
the day. The remainder of the evening, was spent in short excursions through
the City, or in social company. After night some of our fellows went to the
Theatre, and though they did not understand Portuguese, they came back
persuaded that the performance ·was very good. There was a very laughable
after piece about California, and while it was being acted all eyes were turned
on the real Californian heroes. The Brazillians are very particular about some
things which vve would never look to. Some of our men having on summer
coats were not permitted to enter, and any who carried a cane or umbrella
had to give them to the sentry before permitted to enter.
Some of our shipmates were coming into our Hotel till a late hour, and
many of them gave a practical demonstration of the debasing effects of intemperance.
29th. It being late when we were permitted to sleep last night, we did [not]
awake until aroused by the preperations for breakfast. Amongst our company at the breakfast table were many who were not in the best capacity to
enjoy it. In consequence of the night's debauch, some was absent from the
muster and could not be accounted for, though in the course of the day they
all came up, each with his share of the adventure of the night. I remained in
the City until evening, when after purchasing some necessaries which our
Ship Rations did not supply, I came on board, leaving many of my shipmates
in the city.' though they were given to understand that the ship was to sail
next mornmg.
3oth. We find that we cannot get to sea today, so a party of us determined
on a tour in the country, to the Royal Botanical Gardens. Accordingly at 8
o'clock, A.M. I proceeded in company with five of my shipmates to the City,
in order to engage some conveyance to carry us to the place. When after
running in every direction in quest of horses, mules or omnibusses, and finding the hire of them so extraordinarily high, my comrades changed their
minds and decided on making the tour on foot, which, considering the heat
of a Tropical sun, and the distance 8 miles of mountain road, or rather path,
for it is a libel on their character to call them roads, the pleasure of the trip
suffered some detraction. But the labor of the road \vas more than compensated for, in the enjoyment of the landscape of which I am not able to give
anything like a proper description. vVhen we found we were to walk, we
decided on making our journey nearly the half shorter by taking the steamboat to Botapoga, a village about 4 miles from the Gardens. \iVhen we got off
the Boat, we started on a road which wound round the base of the towering
mountains and following its serpentine mazes we soon lost sight of the harbour, and our attention began to be occupied by the beauties of rural scenery.
Our road though running through the most uneven country, was by its
windings brought to a tolerable level. It was planned to be wide enough, and
in its present half finished state must be very deep with mud in wet weather.
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But it was now dry and on both sides of it we seen what might be considered
an original for the most imaginative romance every winding of it, displayed
the most beautiful cottages, gardens, grottos, vistas, and lakes, in the midst
of mountain wilds.
On our arrival at the Gardens we were accosted by a Brazillian who pretended to speak English, and offered his services as guide and interpreter
through the Gardens which we accepted, and commenced exploring these
celebrated retreats, and being satisfied with hearing foreign names for fruits
and flowers and viewing the choicest of the Tropical plants and bearing off
a large bouquet, composed of the follovving Tea plant, Coffee, Tamarind,
Indian jambo, Nutmeg, Sena, Cinnamon, cloves, pepper, Alspice, Lemons,
Oranges. of flowers,-Lyro Russia, Rosa benas, several specimens of Flora
Venas, with different l{inds of Roses, and French flowers, and aromatic
shrubs of which I could not obtain the name. After paying our conductor,
we started in all haste to reach the landing before the Boat should leave the
last time for the evening which we did just in time. But having outstripped
three of our Company they had to cross the mountains to the City. On the
boat we had two harpers and one violin player, who 'discoursing excellent
music' rendered the aquatic portion of our days excursion fully as agreeable
as that on shore.
vVhen we touched the landing, we perceived an unusual bustle among the
crowd, and on gaining the Plazza, seen emerging from Rue Darieta, a cavalcade w hich as they galloped past drew up at the Palace door, when we discovered that it was The Emperor Don [Dom] Pedro II, with the Empress
who were coming to be present at one of the great ecclesiastical processions
so common in this city which was about to take place. The mounted guard
formed from the Royal Carriage to the Palace door and throt-igh their opened
ranks, the Emperor and Empress passed into the Palace, and ascended to the
Balcony from which they had a commanding view of the Procession, the
approach of which was already heralded by music, and a simultaneous movement of the crowd over whose heads the Ecclesiastical and Imperial Standards were waving, and as they approached the whole paraphranalia of the
church seemed transferred to the streets and borne on the shoulders of the
clergy. 'The fifteen Stations of The Cross,' in waxwork figures as large as
life, ornamented with gold and silver, satin velvet, boquets, &c. and each
supported by eight of the clergy, all of the latter carrying in their hands
lighted wax tapers of about six feet in length, making a very imposing spectacle. Between each Station, in open order, marched the clergy in their robes,
and bearing the emblems of their rank and office, each one of them having
a child, or little girl by the hand, dressed so as to bear a supposed resemblance
to angels, some of them scattering incense and making the scene very solemn
looking. On reaching the place where the Emperor & Empress stood in the
balcony, each Station halted and turned the face of the statue towards the
Emperor, who with the Empress, kneeled down and prayed while the Station
fronted them, while the clergy chaunted a solemn hymn.
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In this manner the several parts of the church procession passed. Next came
the military band and troops, preceded by the Imperial Standard of Brazil.
All being passed, the Emperor and Empress, with the Ladies and Gentlemen
retired from the front of the Palace, and we began to think of going to our
ship. Amongst the many things to be noted in this day's entry, I must acknowledge with other of my shipmates, the cleverness of the Brazillian
pickpockets, in extracting pockethandkerchiefs, &c. from our pockets.
As the Emperor has been so often mentioned in these remarks, I think, in
justice to him, I should add that his appearance is noble and prepossessing. 1
He is about six feet high, ·well proportioned, of a fair, and open countenance,
and is calculated to impress the beholder that he is in the presence of one of
Nature's Aristocracy. It is no wonder that he is beloved by the Brazillians,
who have an opportunity of knowing amiability, for he has only to show
himself to us foreigners, and he immediately wins our respect, his orders
respecting the Californian emigrants is an instance of his liberality, his permitting us to enter any place within our reach, which we think worthy of
seeing. His dress on this occasion was a Field Officers Uniform, Blue Coat,
Gold Epaulettes, Star and rib band, white vest, Belt and Sword.
The Empress is not quite so handsome, she is fair haired, but of a sallow
complection, and if I was not mistaken by the shape of her dress, I think she
will soon present him with a scion of Royalty.
This night on my arrival on board, I learned that the passengers had preferred charges against the Captain concerning our treatment on the voyage
and that the case was to be decided by the American Consul in the morning.
3 rst. Last night before retiring to our berths, a statement of our complaints
was drawn up, and signed by almost all the steerage passengers. A similar
course was pursued in the Cabin and a Committee appointed who went
ashore today to support the charges, before the consul. They returned in the
evening having spent the day in the investigation of a charge of maltreatment,
made by one of the Cabin passengers. So we have to content ourselves, till
next week. Spent some of this day writing this journal, as it had fallen far
behind.
Sunday April rst, r 849-The ninth Sunday from Baltimore. I dressed for
church. with a good deal of persuasion I succeeded in obtaining company
to go to the English Church. I first could get but one young man, but while
in search of the church picked up another. thus reinforced, after a good deal
of enquiry vve found the place, and having arrived too early, we had time to
sit and cool ourselves, and observe the several new comers of the congregation. The principal part of which appeared to be English Merchants, with
a few Americans, and two or three Brazillians. The Service was conducted
according to the form of the Church of England. The minister delivered an
able and appropriate address for the day, it being what is called Palm Sunday,
and in this City, is observed .,.vith many superfluous rites. After prayers in our
Church, we proceeded to the Emperor's Church, to witness the imposing
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ceremony of Celebrating High Mass. The service was nearly ended when we
arrived. We seen the Emperor, Empress and staff leave. \iVhile passing out,
I got a very near vie-vv of His Majesty, and found that his brow was rather
cloudy, and that he looked much better at a distance, but take him all in all,
he is a fine looking fellow. His guard on this occasion were very respectable
looking gentlemen in officers Uniforms, but on foot, and carrying haberts.
From this we went to the Hotel Phareaux where we took dinner, and again
sallied forth to see if there was anything more in the City worth looking at.
We went to the Museum, which by a very singular rule is kept open in the
forenoon, while service is going on in the churches, and closed when people
might go to it without neglecting church. We next shaped our course for an
ancient looking building on the face of the hill which overlooks the City,
which on our arrival we found to be a monastry, or residence, or possibly a
college for the Roman Catholic clergy. It was laid out on a very extensive
scale, with neat gardens, cells, grottos, and cooling fountains, supplying wells
and artificial ponds in every convenient place. The original plan of the building appears to be a quadrangle enclosing a court yard in the centre, but the
dilapidations of time, and modern improvements, have given it an irregular
form. Inside, its originality remains uninjured by the inovations of the refined
taste of the age, the materials of which it was constructed were of the most
durable kind, and it now stands in very good preservation though some of
the wings of the main building as well as seperate parts in the rear are untenanted, and some dismantled . It forms a hollow square inside, on all sides
of which, along the wall, beneath a shed roof, supported by pillars, are a
course of graves, covered with cut stone, on a level with the flag paved square.
Though the inmates of this establishment could not speak English, nor us
Portuguese, yet they thoroughly understood our signs respecting entering,
and pointed us towards the several parts we were desirous of exploring. J\ilany
of the appartments, were of such a peculiar kind that we could understand
their use, in one might be seen ancient paintings, and mosaic pavement, in
another vestments and other ceremonial apparatus, in another, benches like
a school, in another, tables, reading desk, and altar, showing that it was used
for the two fold purpose, of dinner appartment and lecture room, or chapel,
in another, dusty urns, sepulchral monuments and inscriptions and a dead
body on a bier. This as '~'e supposed was what in our country might be called
the dead room. The last room we found ourselves in, proved to be the choir
of the chapel. It contained an organ of antique description, in the centre of
this appartment, stood a very singular fixture of wood, which turned on a
pivot, in the shelves and recesses of which lay several ponderous volumes of
music, written and printed in an illuminated way, with different coloured
ink, while all about were high-backed seats, not unlike centryboxes. From
this we had a view of a beautiful little chapel, richly ornamented with Gold
and silver, the entrance to which was locked,-and as the evening was now
far advanced we left the building and directed our steps towards the landing,
where taking my seat in the stern of the boat we pushed out for our ship.
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2nd. This morning our committee proceeded to the Consulate, to prosecute
the trial of our Capt. They returned in the evening, with word that the case
so far was in our favor, and that in the morning the Consul would come on
board, and give his decision.
3fd. This morning Mr. Sparks, the U. S. Consul, came on board, accompanied by another gentleman who he introduced to our Captain and us as
Mr. Jonathan Bowers whom he came to invest with authority as our new
Captain. Then gathering around him the crew, and passengers, he delivered
a short address, in the course of vvhich he recapitulated the duties of the several p~mies in the ship, and gave the passengers some very good advice, then
declaring Captain Bro-vvne deprived of the command, he proceeded to administer an oath to our new Captain, binding him "to navigate this ship to
California according to the laws of the U. States." he then took his leave of
us, leaving us perfectly satisfied with his decision, and making a favourable
impression on our minds, of his justice, and abilities, in the discharge of his
duty. I wrote a long letter to my father today, which I sent by the Falmouth
Packet. Captain Browne, and his first mate Mr. Holly, ·w ho resigned, went
ashore tonight, But did not take their moveables with them.
At 9 o'clock A.iVl. our new Captain came on board and after a short stay
went ashore to transact business. Captain Browne and Holly came on board
and took their baggage with them, and finally left us.
This being the Birthday of the Queen of Portugal, the Brazillian ships in
the harbour dressed in all their colors, and at r 2 o'clock M. fired a Royal
Salute, which was taken up by the forts on either side of the harbour, and
answered from the City by the pealing the heavy bells, and joybells, and with
the enlivening sounds of martial music. I spent some time today in writing
letters to my friends in the U. S. and sent them on board a vessel which is to
sail for Baltimore tomorrow.
sth. We are still lying inactive at anchor, our new captain having to transact
much business in the City, in consequence of Captain Browne's taking with
him, the chronometer, charts, &c, and refusing to give up the ship papers.
I spent some time fishing off the ships side today.
6th. Good Friday. Many of us went to the City today, to see the great
ecclesiastical processions, which the Roman Catholic Church practice here
in their greatest pomp and absurdity, not being hindered by church Reform,
or Government interference. At 4 o'clock P.M. the principal procession was
formed, which was intended to represent the Burial of our Saviour, there was
a rich display of gold tinsel, Crosses, ladders, paintings, the scroll on which
His accusation was written, a sable Bier, with transparent gold pall, preceeded and followed by the usual retinue of the clergy. Most of them carrying representations of the instruments of shame and torture, which were used
at the crucifiction. as usual the clergy carried long candles in their hands
which they always kept burning about the Host, and after night made a very
imposing torchlight procession . They marche four deep, in open order, an
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acclesiastic flanking each section of four, the persons in the centre being little
girls habited in rich gold and silver transparencies representing etherial beings. Immediately before the bier, walked two females, in Oriental Costume,
representing the Virgin Mary & Mary Magdalene, they wore scarfs & other
emblems of mourning, as did all those in the procession, the military wore
Crape, and performed duty at their several stations throughout the city, as
\veil as at the procession, with reversed arms, drums muffled, &c, after the
bier came two men in the venerable habiliments of the High Priests, Annas
and Caiaphas, followed by a most remarkable looking personage, representing Pontius Pilate, followed by a guard of fourteen Roman Soldiers, the rear
being brought up by the Military Band playing slow marches, with the Imperial Standard shrouded and followed by several regiments. They thus
paraded through the principal streets of the City, and dispersed at an old
Cathedral on a hill overlooking the city. During the day, all the Brazillian
and Portuguese Ships in the harbour, Cockbilled their yards, making them
look like so many Crosses, and kept their flags at half mast. It is no wonder
that this country is so far behind the other parts of the civilised world, when
we consider all the time which is occupied by the requirements of their
church. We are now eleven days in their harbour and the half of that time
has been spent in the celebration of these solemnities. Their Custom House
closed, with a corresponding detention of ·the vessels in port, which is not
only injurious to themselves, but to the commerce of other countries. (I wish
they would open it a few hours and give us our clearance). In the midst of
all the natural advantages of their position, they have neither Railroad, Canal,
or Telegraph, and even the engines of their Steamboats bear a Liverpool
stamp. I cannot find amongst them anything to give them a claim to a place
in the enterprise of the age, and though it may appear contradictory, with
their profession most of them keep their stores open, and work on Sunday,
and on their holidays which they respect equally vvith the Sabbath. After
purchasing some Stationary, fishing tackle, &c. I returned on board at 6
o'clock P ..M. In the course of the evening and night, many of our shipmates
came aboard exhibiting in their persons, and conduct, the degrading and dangerous effect of intoxication.
7th. Still at anchor, nothing remarkable.
8th. Easter Sunday. In company with Messrs. Price and Sheppard, I attended service in the English Church, where we heard a very able address
delivered from Romans 6th, 4 & 5. After service, we proceeded to The Emperors' Church where High Mass was being celebrated in the presence of the
Emperor, Empress, and staff, leaving this we traversed several parts of the
City, took dinner in the Hotel Phareaux, Palace Square, then visited the
Palace. Then went out to the Empress's Public Gardens, where the citizens
flock for recreation and pure air, here we talked Botany, drank Lemonade,
criticised the Brazillian beauties, and explored till we were tired, then taking
our seat before a music stand, fronting two beautiful fountains, we waited
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the arrival of a juvenile band who on their arrival played several enlivening
airs, while a liliputian regiment to which I suppose they belonged, debauched
from the serpentine walks of the garden, and halting in front of the music
stand, remained drawn up for a short time, then resuming their march in close
order, four deep, were soon lost to view amongst the shrubbery, they probably belonged to a military school in the vicinity of the Gardens, the oldest
of them did not appear to be more than fifteen years of age. It was now getting late, and we proceeded to the City, and procuring a boat, arrived on
board at 8 o'clock P. l\11. It was without exception, the most aggreeable day
I spent since I left Baltimore. This is our tenth Sunday on board.
9th. Several of our men went to see a great Bull fight advertised to come
off today. The Easter Hollidays not being past till after Tuesday, we have
time to sport in the City, Though we would much rather be prosecuting our
voyage, but cannot get away, as there is no business a doing in the Custom
House. The Bull Fight was only a poor affair, as all possible precaution was
used by putting foils on the horns of the Bulls, and other means, to prevent
the men or horses from being hurt, much less killed, and of course our fellows
whose heads ·w ere full of the romantic feats of gladiators when they did not
see even a Bull hurt pronounced it a catch penny, and the whole affair extremely flat. We also learned that one of these important sports in the estimation of Brazillians, came off yesterday after the solemnities of the morning.
The ladies appear to take delight in these brutal exhibitions for they countenance them by their presence.
roth. Nothing ·w orth notice. Still at anchor, I caught some cat-fish.
I r th. This day we got fresh water, to replace what we used since we came
into Port. Our Capt. came to the ship this evening with a boatload of stores
chronometer, glass, &c.
I 2 th. We thought we should have weighed anchor this morning, but find
that the water bill and some others are to be paid, which causes some trouble
as our new Captain has not been left sufficient funds. T·wo boats full of our
fellows came alongside today and had a most ludicrous, and somewhat dangerous skylark in the water during which good clothes, watches, and boats
suffered, some of the latter lost while a throwing at each other. The poor
Nigger 2 boatmen certainly thought their end \vas come, especially when
hands were laid on themselves, and their boats capsised, when they were ·well
wet, torn, and tired, they came on board, and having changed their clothes
seemed much sobered .
r 3th. Still at anchor, though ready for sea, and can ascertain no other reason
for our detention, than the ridiculously absurd one, that Friday is an unlucky
day for going to sea. How deplorable it is, to see so many intelligent men
endeavouring to perpetuate this vestige of the darker ages, which, with tenacious hold keeps its footing despite the light and knowledge of the nineteenth
century, or when shall the day arrive when the Creature, shall cease practically to give the lie, to his Creator, by saying that one day is evil or unlucky
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more than another whereas, when the original and Grand division of time was
established The Omnicient and Allwise God, pronounced it with his other
works to be "very good," We have received a confirmation of the rich reports
from California, by the U. S. storeship Lexington, arrived here last night
from Valpariso .
14th. We hoped to be able to get out to sea, but as if to punish us for remaining yesterday when the wind was favourable, it is today unfavorable.
The Captain went ashore and engaged a steam tow boat to take us out in the
morning. This, and last night, set in with great lightening and very heavy
rain, which continued until the middle of the night.
1sth . Sunday. This morning we were awoke with the noise of the windlass
shortening the anchor chain, so that when the steamer arrived, we might have
no more delay. As the mists of the morning was clearing away we saw the
English packet Express, a towing out of the harbour by four man-of-war
boats, while passing some Brazillian men-of-·w ar vessels, they gave her a
salute, as did also the forts on both sides of the Harbour. The New York Ship,
"Robert Browne," with 166 passengers for California, put to sea, before us,
this morning at 7 Yz o'clock A.M. The Steamer Brazilla, came alongside, her
Captain came on board our ship, and received payment in advance in order
(as he said) that there might be no delay outside, after some time spent in
getting lines attached to his vessel, and to get our anchor on the bows, we
were once more in motion, and much better pleased to leave Rio, after spending 19 days in it, than we were to get into it at the end of 52 days. We now
began to perceive the city, and the shipping receding from our view, while
the shore with its diversified landscape of promontories, rocks, mountains,
ravines, vallies, and ·woods, interspersed ·w ith Churches, Forts, and Lighthouses, passed before us in panoramic review, at the mouth of the Harbour
we became encircled by the beautiful group of islands, which start up from
the bosom of Old Ocean, like so many emerald gems, enhancing the richness
and beauty of this very Picturesque Coast. At 8 Yz A.lvi. the steamer Cast off
our lines, when after her Captain and ours, hailing and exchanging their farewell, we gave him three hearty cheers, which he politely responded to by
frequently hoisting and lowering his flag when the vessels parted company,
and each sped on her respective course. Eleventh Sunday from Baltimore.
The morning Service has not been read this morning but the usual religious
meeting has been held in the evening. ·we had light wind all day, consequently did [not] make much progress, and did not loose sight of land all
day. The "Robert Brmvne," ahead.! 6th. Very light winds, no land in sight this morning, and only a few of the
many vessels that left Port with us yesterday. Our new Capt. and mate (the
name of the latter is Hunter, a brother of one of the passengers, from Baltimore) are likely to give general satisfaction.
17th. Light breeze. Nothing remarkable.
18th. At 12 Yz P.M. the sky in the south and ·west assumed a very gloomy
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aspect. Our Capt. consequently took in the studding sails, and commenced
reefing, which precautions proved most opportune, as in the act of doing so,
a terrific thunderstorm came on, accompanied by drenching rain, which continued for two hours and a half with increasing violence, when the rain ceased
and the wind lulled for a time, but soon commenced with equal force, added
to vvhich the sea now wrought up to frightful pitch through which our noble
old craft forced her hard contested course, completed the most awfully
majestic scene, while things outside were in this state, the steerage was in total
disorder. Trunks and boxes, with baskets of fruit, and other necessaries,
which we procured in Rio, and which, during our stay there, and the light
winds since, were left unlashed, now broke over the place injuring, and
breaking everything in their course, while the falling and breaking of plates,
&c bottles, &c. kept up continual response to the storm to which might be
added the wild mirth and jests of the passengers, contrasting strangely with
their apparent danger, and showed what slight effect the elemental war had
on their minds. Towards morning the storm abated a little.
19th. Very heavy sea, our ship running under double reefed top-sails. occasionally ships a Sea, which with the passing showers, renders the deck very
disagreeable, towards night the sea settled a little and the motion of the ship
became correspondingly easy. Lat. 27 o, 45' South. In the course of the night
the wind and sea sunk completely to rest and our ship lay heavily on its surface, as if enjoying breathing time after her contest. Throughout the storm,
our officers proved themselves perfect masters of their profession, and the
crew evinced a willingness to fulfill their duty even to anticipate the wishes
of their superiors. It afforded a satisfactory contrast with a similar scene in
the early part of the voyage, But under officers whose practice it was to use
coersive and arbitrary measures, which as a natural consequence was returned
by disobedience and disrespect.
2oth. Slow sailing. Latitude South, 28 °, 30'. Nothing remarkable.
2 I St. Clear morning. Light winds from the South, the ship about four
points east of her course. Latitude 28 °, 31' South. Only one mile south since
yesterday.
22nd Sunday. This is our twelfth Sunday from Baltimore, and if the winds
do not become more favourable, we are likely to spend the year on board.
This and last Sunday has been remarkable for the non-attendance of the
Episcopalians of the Steerage on their religious services of their profession,
for which no reason can be assigned, except that their inconsistency in Rio
prevents them from appearing before their fellow passengers in the guise of
religionists, or perhaps a still more powerful reason, the reproaches of conscience. It is no paliation of their conduct, that most of their shipmates were
equally in fault. The loss of religious meetings in the steerage was in part
compensated for, by cabin passengers, who assembled on deck, where the
Service was attended by many of the steerage passengers, in the evening a
religious meeting was convened in the steerage and attended by most of the
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professing Protestants. The weather is becoming so cool that we find it necessary to wear coats in the day, and sleep under blankets, two things, with
which we have dispensed for the last two months.
2 Fd. Scarcely a breath of wind to fill our flapping sails. I have applied
myself so closely to reading today that I thought the hours much shorter than
any of the preceeding days, and felt a sense of weariness at night, as though
I had been employed in manual labor. We had another of those beautiful
sunsets, which are nowhere seen to such advantage as at sea, in this case the
sinking orb, instead of sending forth his golden rays so common at his setting
sunk behind a cloud, while the sky in his vicinity assumed a shady appearance. The sun at this time was above the horizon though the rays were of a
peculiarly dusky color, such as I never seen. But the cloud which concealed
him from our view, presented the most magnificent appearance, first resembling a dilapidated castle, with breaches and broken turrets, the outlines
of which stood forth richly gilded on the dark background of the sky. Then
underwent an almost imperceptable metamorphos, representing something
like an altar, covered with gold, while on either side, a pointed cloud, also
bathed in the light of the concealed king of day, reflected forth his glory on
the expanse of waters, from which the ephemeral figures stood forth as
bounderies, or guardians of the deep, in which, as our vessel rose or sunk on
the s·well, they seemed to sport and bathe, until they became concealed from
view beyond the s-vvelling Ocean.

NOTES
1. Pedro II (Dom Pedro de Alcantara), J8zs-1891. His father, Pedro I, abdicated
his throne in favor of a regency for his son when the latter was six years of age. At 15,

the boy was declared of age and assumed the responsibilities of Emperor of the largest
country of South America. Gordon's comments are of special interest since historians
seem to agree that Dom Pedro II was a conscientious and enlightened ruler. The slave
trade was prohibited a year after Gordon's visit in Rio and a gradual emancipation of
the slaves began in 1871. Slavery was finally abolished in 1888. Land reforms were also
initiated, but were, quite naturally, unpopular with the large land holders. With the
years, Dom Pedro lost interest in governmental affairs, gathered his family together,
and sailed for Europe on November 17, 1889. A Federal Republic followed the empire.
2. Gordon's use of this word appears to be a reflection on its common usage in
American seaports, rather than a term of disrespect.
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Concluded from page 145
From Stockton:" ... the talks were so well delivered and interesting."
From San Leandro: "vVhat a perfectly delightful gathering we were permitted to attend yesterday! ... California history came alive for us in a way
it never had before."
This testimonial from San Francisco was gratefully received :
"I had a cold that day that made me feel somewhat poorly, but I believe ,t he
enjoyment of the day was a good tonic as I am feeling about well now."
Perhaps the following from San Rafael sums up the general feeling:
"Frankly, since it was my first attendance at a Jedediah Smith meeting, all
I expected was a day of good fellowship and good food. So I must say that
the program came as a surprise and I took away with me a feeling as though
I had actually been living through the whole panorama of the early 19th
century."

GOLD RUSH LETTERS
By Matthew Scott to his sister, Miss Caroline F. Scott of Chazy, Clinton
County, New York The original documents are deposited in the California
Room of the State Library; the transcript was furnished by Mrs. John C.
Egan and C. Raymond Clar of Sacramento.
There is a unique difference between the writings of an historian and the
records of a letter-writer or a diarist. The former has a preview of the entire
story and slants his observations accordingly. Unconsciously, he perceives
the significance of the seemingly unimportant events. The latter, on the other
hand, writes with his pen scraping the edges of the unknown future. The feel
of uncertainty and adventure permeates everything that he records. The one
gives the reasons for events, the other provides the touch.
New York, Feby 4 r849
.
i\1 y d ear S1ster
I was inhopes that I should hear from you before I left but I have about
given that up as I have but one day more in the united States & only half of
that-we leave tomorrow at r oclock- you can not imagine the emotions
that I experience as the time of our departure draws nigh, we go strangers to
a strange land, wanderers in a wilderness where perhaps a white man never
trod before, full of difficulties dangers and privations, but we go to a climate
healthy & delightful as the sunny skies of Italy & we go so well prepared that
were it not leaving very many dear & cherished friends & relatives I should go
as cheerful & as happy as a child to play- but the ties of kindred & the associations connected with my home & never to be forgotten friends renders the
hours sad & lonely and as my mind in retrospection travels to the scenes of
early youth the home of my childhood & maturer years the society of dear
friends the pure disinterested affection of my sisters a sainted mothers care &
holy love a Fathers counsel & regard I can but feel a pang at parting from
them all and but for the bright hopes now before me of relieving Father from
his difficulties & placing you & the rest of us in circumstances where vve shall
not feel the iron hand of poverty laid so heavily upon us I might not go, nay
I am sure I should not, should I live & God I trust will spare me yet a little
longer I will return to you with some of that all the world so ardently seek
for we go so well prepared that with life & health I am sure we shall not failSince I wrote to Father, we have made our contract with Mr Smith in writing, he furnishes us with one thousand dollars now if we need so much to start
with & should we think it necessary he is to furnish us one thousand dollars
more. our contract is for the term of three years but we have the privelidge
of coming home whenever we chose but who ever does come unless on business of the Co forfeits his interest from that time, we take with us a first rate
tent & camp equipage cooking utensils & provisions for three months & send
round cape Horn enough for one year some of our provisions have been gone
a month we also take with us a first rate machine & miners tools, & india rub161
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ber clothing besides extra flannel & other clothing. we are under the necessity of sending some of our clothing round the horn & I may leave some things
here with Mr Smith to be sent home, the violin I shall leave with Albert Hyde
& I wish Russel would call on Mr Smith & take home what few things I may
leave behind also see Hyde & get the fiddle for George, I hope that Father
may be able to to [sic] make a settlement of our affairs so that the mills can
be stocked or so that they can be made to earn something Enclosed I send
you the $I o. dollars that father sent me I shall not want it half so rnuch as you
will I ·wish I had Io,ooo to send you but perhaps I may the news from Calafornia is very encouraging not a report that has diminished any thing from
inteligence that we had before I left but rather to increase it. New mines have
been discovered as rich as the first & as extensive there is scarcely any thing
else talked of & almost every body is going quite a number of families have
gone but most of those having families leave them behind having a family
seems to make no difference-George Merritt told me that three of their
clerks had gone & I know one merchant that has had either three or five bookkeepers successivly & is now without one all having gone to the diggins but
I presume there are enough to fill all the vacancies - there is not a day but
some two or three vessels are leaving this port for Calafornia some for the
isthmus some for vera cruz but mostly round cape Horn & all are filled with
passengers & freight a person can go round for from I so. to 200 & have a
share in the vessel & cargo- we are all in good spirits & health except the
doctor who I think is inclined to be love sick, he is no-vv writing to his [torn]
well it is a soda case with him, all gone I do not know when [torn] have met
with such a desparate case of lovesickness. I am inclined to think that by the
time he has been at sea two or three days & is comfortably sea sick some of
the worst symptoms will disappear he was certainly farther gone than I supposed & by the way I will tell you that he left Chazy without the least intention of going farther than here if as far but however he has embarked for the
voyage & I guess will stand it through- I had a letter from Mr Currey & Cornelia two days since they are all very well- Mr. C. has the "Yellow fever"
some with the rest of us Tine Hitchcock left here about a week before I
arrived for Chagres I hope he will have no difficulty in getting up which is
a doubtful question with those who have not tickets we happen to have ours
to San Francisco & feel perfectly safe about getting up should any one enquire for us you can tell them that all is well here & to you I will just [say]
that though it may be dark and gloomy there at home brighter prospects are
ahead & that it is always Darker before it is day so deep good courage & dont
by any means despond, this is to all of you. -last evening I spent with Miss C
Sellick she sends her love - I have spent the most of this evening with Sue &
Mrs Mygatt they are very well they both send their love to you-the hardest
thing that I have done yet was to bid Sue good bye-but it is done & I hope
shall never have it to do again under similar circumstances- Uncles family
are very well except Harriet she has been quite sick but is much better-all
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our other friends are well-when you write me you may direct me at San
Francisco care John Mr Smith & Co New York they will forward them to me
& my letters home will also be to his care I shall write you from Chagres or
Panama when you write fill up the sheet with all the news - how is Maria &
the little boy & Russel & the rest of the folks remember me to them all & may
God bless you all
Yours affectionately [signed] lVl. Scott
The doctor's decidedly bad he has to leave his letter & ·walk the room every
few moments & he sighs heavily he is a "goneer" it is now two oclock & I
must get a little sleep as tomorrow will be a busy day-so good bye
[addressed to]
Miss Caroline F Scott
Chazy
Clinton county
NY
Off Chagres Feby I4 I849 Evening
My Dear Father
We droped anchor off Chagress about 5 oclock this afternoon we have
had a most delightful voyage. we left N . Y at 2 oclock on the 5 inst & you
will see we have made the run in 9 days. we left in a Snow storm & are now
enjoying a delightful breeze of this tropical climate -with the thermometer
at 85 but the fine Breeze makes it seem much cooler- the 3rd day after vve
left we experienced a severe gale from the South West. you can scarcely conceive the grandeur of a gale at sea nor half its terrors. the ocean was wide
awake that night & so were we- for I assure you that it was most impossible
for me to sleep in that conflict of the elements. I went on deck at I I Yz &
Saw one of the most grand & sublime & at the same time awful sights I ever
witnessed- the waves were rolling mountains high & the winds were howling after them like mad old ocean was dressed in white & the full moon looked
down calm & bright on our gallant ship as she went steaming on regardless of
the winds or waves, it was a glorious sight, this was off cape Hatteras a place
notorious for its storms- the next day the weather was calmer & more like
summer from this time the weather was most delightful - by looking on the
map you can trace out our passage the first land we saw after we left the highlands of Sandy Hook was the island of caicos. it looked, more like three
mole hills rising out of the water about Io oclock the same night the cry of
Breakers ahead rang through the ship & sure enough directly ahead a long
white line of breakers showed that we were in a dangerous neighborhood.
the sails were instantly furled & the wheels reversed & we backed out & passed
on without further incident. this was a small island before we reached cuba
-we passed between Cuba & St Domingo in sight of both though they were
so far off that nothing more than the general outlines could be distinguished
with glasses Cuba looks like a long range of hills & the Capt says that it is the
most delightful & beautiful island in the world Sunday morning we passed
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to the east of Jamaca, about as near as to Cuba they have much the same appearance-at r r oclock religious service was held in the forward Saloon a
Presbyterian minister (I should think) officiating, this was the first sermon
I ever heard on the vasty deep. we have had a most delightful time of it on
the caribean Sea & in fact all the voyage, with the exception of the fare which
has been rather hard still if we do not have any worse we can stand it through.
I have seen some hard fare but none quite so hard as this. just imagine r I 3
persons ramed into a room about 40 by 20 feet which is as large as our cabin,
our provisions have been good enough but cooked & got up &served in a very
filthy manner no one but a ravenous passenger or sailor could endure it but
after our Sea Sickness which lasted about 4 days we had good appetites, &
have stood it very well-we have some nevvs from the pacific-the calafornia
steamer left Panama on the 2 inst with 300 passengers, & the bark Philadelphia
has gone up with as many more & a brig is to take the remaining about rooClearing them all out from Panama-we have a new recruit of 303 & the
Falcon has 280 arived today the bark Marietta rso. & a ship in sight at dark
which will probably make up the number to rooo, out of this probably not
more than roo have tickets in the steamers the rest must take their chance
here is where we have the great advantage, we will have to stay at Panama
'til the first of March & then we go sure. the Steamer was 2 3 days behind her
time, which will detain us about that time-I have not been on shore as yet &
cannot give you a very correct act of chagres but will give appearancesthere is a pretty large fort & looks as if it could do good service, this with 2
huts is all that can be seen of Chagres from the ship- I should think that an
axe had never been struck in the woods I never saw anything like a forest
that appeared half so dense with trees & foliage, & just imagine that these
trees are now filled with oranges Lemons Cocoanuts, Banana's & every kind
of tropical fruit & all to be had for the picking & yet we cannot touch them
for prudence says abstain- at the mouth of the chagres River there are 5
vessels wrecked this is owing to their endeavouring to run to close shore.
the channel is crooked & when opposite the fort the wind drops off & leaves
a perfect calm & then the strong current of the river drives the vessel on to
the bar which is quick sand & no anchor can hold. [word missing] consequence of this we are anchored about r Yz miles from shore. So far all goes
well we are all in good spirits and all wish to be remembered to their friends1 shall endeavour to get on Shore tomorrow & up to cruces & over to Panama
the next day- I am in hopes to be able to write you from there so as to send
by this Steamer so will wait a day or two for further particulars- there is not
much probability that I can write by this steamer- from Panama. the natives
here come with the boats & we are going direct to Creces to day - everything
is in confusion- I will write from Panama-remember me to all the friends
in haste
Yours&c
[signed] M Scott
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[addressed to]
Mr E. A. Scott
Chazy
Clinton county
N. York
Chagres Feby I 5 I 849
Mr Jno Ivl. Smith
Dr Sir
I wrote you from the ship yesterday expecting to leave evry moment &
supposing that we could go immediately up the river as the report came on
board that there were plenty of boats, we however did not come ashore until
this morning & we found that but few boats were unengaged & they could
not be had but paying the most exorbitant prices say from $ I 5. to $20. pr
passenger. there has 6oo to 700 passengers gone up within the last 3 days,
under this state of things we have thought best to wait here two or three days
or perhaps a week for boats to come back Never have I been so agreeably
disappointed in my life-for I had pictured Chagres as the most unhealthy
pestilential hole in the world as a low marshy & sultry the opposite is the
case the weather is about like the warm days of August in New York the
streets are perfectly dry & paved & no rain has falen for two days nor is there
any appearance of any & we have a most delightful sea breeze which makes
it in the shade as cool & pleasant as the Battery-the village is situated at the
foot of the hill on the top of which is the old fort & at the mouth of the river
the village contains between I 5o & I 6o houses they are built of canes &
thatched vvith palm leaves & resemble in appearance an old hay stack the
inhabitants are kind civil & very fond of money & do not mind much, breaking up a bargain if they can make any thing out of it the ladies are sociable
& kind & any one will give you a cup of coffee & a sea biscuit for a shilling,
they dress mostly in white & keep their dresses scrupulously clean & are
strictly virtuous & are not bad looking for darkies. the fort is very dilapidated but there are enough of the ruins to show that in its glory it was a very
strong & extensive fortification there are now ten as handsome long, brass
24 ponders & two large brass Mortars as I ever saw they bear the [year] of
I 74 3 there are 3o to 40 large Iron cannon scattered round the carriges have
rotted down & the guns are left to rust in the weather from the top of the
fort you can have one of the grandest & picturesque views in the world, the
dark blue caribean sea on the North & west & the rich hills & vallies densely
covered with the rich trees & herbage of the tropic's on the south & east we
are much delighted so far & shall not be in a hurry to get away from Chagres
for a week unless we have a change of weather-the rout is represented as
being very healthy-the rout is by gorgona there was a Physian here last
night who came from Panama to meet some friends he expected in the Falcon,
he says he has crossed the isthmus three times within a month & twice walked
over the route from Gorgona to Panama & says at present the road is quite
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dry & Passable we shall most likely have to stop at Gorgona a day or two &
a few days at Panama-·we have here met a gentleman going toNY -direct
from Calafornia his reports are of the most exciting character he says that
none of the gold reports are exagerated but are not half told, you ·will get a
more extensive account in the papers than I can give you, but he says that it
is almost impossible to get from San Francisco to Sutters by the River & that
mules & horses cannot be obtained at any price & that provisions are very
high, we shall have some trouble & expense to get ours there but when there
they will be invaluabl to us.
Saturday morning.
Nothing new as yet a good [deal] of difficulty in getting boats vve have
not got any as yet & have been advised by a gentleman from New Orleans
who is selling out a quantity of goods he could not take across with him to
wait a day or two &I think it the best plan the weather is very fine this morning I have been told by a resident here an American that this is the dry season
now & will continue for about three weeks & then comes on the rainy when
it rains almost incessantly & is very sickly another vessel (brig Eudora)
arrived last night with 59 Passengers- I do not know but I shall have to alter
my opinion about the natives in regard to their honesty- for either some of
them or some Yankees stole last night our small bag of [torn] & a strap from
our trunk I am rather inclined to think that the natives of some other place
than Chagres have them - The Crescent leaves to day at Noon-& I shall send
this by her. would it not be well enough to send us a small order for some
of your provisions to use after those that we have shall be gone this would
save our paying the enormous prices we would otherwise have to do and the
funds would be sent directly to you. we consider that we are extremely
fortunate in having tickets from Panama up as there can be no doubt but that
there will be a good deal of difficulty in getting up from the other side1 have a good deal of trouble in writing this letter which I have done under
the thatched roof of a building the sides all open & on a pile of board over
which people are continualy passing which makes my writing desk not very
steady-! wish you would send this letter to my Father or the purport of it
& say to him not to advise any one to undertake to come to Calafornia this
rout with less than $soo. & then with as little baggage as possible we could
have gone without baggage with out any difficulty - & provisions here & at
Panama are quite low & cheap enough but not quite as good as vve get at N Y
I have just learned that there are quite a number at Panama who have not
money enough to get up-Remember me to all enquiring Friends -all wellrsigned] 1\II. Scott
[addressed to]
Yours Respectfully
Mr Jno M. Smith
I 2 2 Broad Street
New York
N.Y-
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Morman Diggins Augt 2 I I 849

I have reed your letter of May I 7 or rather the company one this is the first
word from home since I left New York in my last letter home I mentioned
a package being sent to me in the diggins it was unfortunate that I did not
get the letter while in San Francisco for I might have answered some of your
questions one month earlier than I can in this & I presume that by this time
the most important one [is] settled however I will give my opinion in matters of matrimony- I would under no consideration marry a person that I did
not love for I believe that no two can er\.joy married life unless there is a
mutual attachment & that not an ephemeral one, but one tried by experience
& association and a knowledge of the worth of the individual & let no matter
of interest have one moments ·weight ·with you I know very well that your
present circumstances are not the most flattering - but I think that I can safely
say yes I know that if I have my health that a year hence there will be a material change in the monetary affairs of our family & should the idea occur
to you that you might be an expense or a burden spurn it as you would an
unholy thought - so much by way of advice to you & now for a little word
to Father should you make a compromise & I hope you will I would get the
per ct as low as possible that I may be able to give you for for [sic] your own
individual use more money · I think that by the first of January you will have
some funds in New York at your disposal how much I cannot safely say but
somewhere between $3oo. & 1~ Iooo. - perhaps more - we have done very well
much better than we could have done in the states & I think that we have
averaged for the two months that we have been in the mines $I 25. pr month.
we are not satisfied ·w ith this & are going to the mountains. vve start tomorrow- I must give you a little discription of the way we live - in the first place
it is very simple- our pork we buy & bread we make; you can, no you cannot
immagine what pallateable stuff it is, however we make more pancakes than
bread these we wet up at every meal with a little flour water & saleratus, for
a change we make our bread in the same way only make it a little thicker
calces & a slice of fried pork constitutes a meal we have had boiled b eef &
Beans and once in a great while a little boiled rice-we have tea & coffee at
every meal fresh meat we seldom get here there were some potatoes offered
for sale the other day at 5I - pr pound this we though [ t] rather high & did
not buy any - flour is 25c Pork 6o.c butter 1.25 prlb & other things in Proportion so you see it costs something to live - I bought supplies when in San
Francisco & it does not cost as much as it does those that buy here we calculate our expenses a trifle under a dollar each I hardly know how I should act
to sit down to a good meal again-& as for sleeping on a good bed I do not
think I could do it. for I have got so used to sleeping on the ground with a
buffalo skin under me that I sleep as well as if it were a bed of down- I have
not slep [ t] in a bed since I left N Y You will naturally say will the income
pay the cost. I say yes though there are many who are returning & call Cala-
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fornia a humbug but it is the best bug I ever saw the average amount of gold
collected by each person is probably somewhere between $I o. & $I 5. per
day, perhaps more I am confident that any man who works can average that
amount I have averaged for the last three days $I 8. pr day & this was done
with a pan-this is better than my average time any man can calculate on
congressmans wages every day that he work's & Mechanics more, we have
not made any of the big strikes as yet & we are going to the mountains for
that purpose - yesterday I made $24 & to day$ I7. Slosson & the doctor made
one day $120. but such do not happen every day-the mines where we are
were all worked over last year there is no such thing as exhausting the gold
as long as the Mountains stand & the rivers run so long will there be gold in
Calafornia. the country over which it is deposited is a considerable larger
than the state of New York but he who gets it must work-Mr Carver wrote
me that my letter to him from Panama would be published - now I have no
objections to having the contents thrown before the public but I have objections to their being published in the manner in which I write them for when
I write I just sit down & scribble off just as it comes without further thought
on the subject & hardly ever read it & the idea of copying a letter is out of the
question- how would you like to come to this golden country- say some
time next spring just a flying visit about the time that the plains & mountains
are covered with flowers, some of which are the prettiest you ever saw they
would be strangers in N Y I shall gather some of the seeds & send you providing you will give them proper care-we had this morning a very small
sprinkling of rain not enough to lay the dust this was more rain than I have
seen since I have been in the mines doctor Brooks is going home in the october steamer- he is very foolish
I think for he might make $I oo. pr day in his practice but he says he must go
home I think he is a little love sick & I do not blame him much for if there
was ever a place that would make a man think of what he left behind it is here
& it is an entertainment that we often sit down to the pleasant times past &
happy ones to come when we return from the most agreeable past. I must
stop writing for the boys are hurrying me to get ready as we start in an hour
or so. I was in hopes to give you a better letter this time & should have done
so but our moving is somewhat sudden & I cannot write you all I want nor
all the letters that I wish to & must defer until another day. I wish that I
could wait a day or so for letters for the steamer is in & of course I have some
letters from you & hope from some others you must not make any comments on the appearance of this letter for my writing desk is not the most
convenient one in the world but it is very simple it is a small box placed on
the ground my seat is a stick of wood & when it seems hard & I want a change
I sit on the ground-you would laugh yourself half to death to look in upon
us & see the way we live & look I would give a small sum if you could see us
for a half hour if I had time I would give you description of every day life
in the diggins but you must content yourself with this for this time the boys
/
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are all well & wish to be remembered to their friends & I to mine give my
love to Sue & tell her that I should like to see her very much but imagination
must suply the place of the reality for the present - remember me to Russel &
Maria & all my friends your brother
[ ·
d] M
srgne
at
remember me to 1\llr Carver & tell him that I will answer his past letter when
I write again. I send a small specimine of gold from the dry diggins, it is found
from this size up to lumps that weigh 20 pounds. this gold is not as dear or
worth as much as the finer kinds. the river gold is the best such as I sent you
in my last letter - give a part of this to Sue for her box. it may be a curiosity
there[ addressed to]
Miss Caroline F Scott
Chazy
Clinton County
New York
Spanish Bar-1\lliddle Fork
of the American River
Oct. 7 1849
Dear Sister
You will see by the date of this that I am still in the diggins- but where you
of course know but little. It has been my intention to write home every
month & I believe that I have only missed once & that was by the steamer of
this month & I should have written by that had I have had an opportunity of
sending it to San Fin time- but I presume it is just as well as you will hear by
Doct Brooks from us what kind of a story he will tell I hardly know but I do
know that he can give but a very poor account of Calafornia for he has seen
but a very small portion of it & has been at the mines only in one place & that
is considered the poorest, being nearest to the settlements & were worked out
last year, why the doct has gone home I do not know but mistrust that Cupid
is at the bottom. he \vas doing very well & might have made $ roo. pr day
with very little if any effort, but he left quite unexpectedly to me at least &
I do not think he used us fairly in the opperation-Slosson & 1\llyself in company with Amasa & Sullivan left Mormon Island the last of Augt leaving the
doct & Vantine there we were dissatisfied with those diggins & left in pursuit
of better-the doct said that if he went home any time before the 25th Sept
he could find him there Slosson went down to get clothing & provision &
letters reaching there the 2 I & found that the doct had left some 3 or 4 days
before having taken what money we had there taking for his share some
$ soo. & leaving us the property which would not bring to each of us to exceed
$wo.-it may be as well for us-Our speculation in the association has not
been a very profitable one-counting the time & money invested we lost
about $ I ooo.- this is one. we reached here Sept I 2 & selected what we had
good reason to think a very desirable location we went to work & after 5
weeks work & every day in the water we succeeded in turning the water from
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its natural bed into a race that we had previously built all we had to do was
then to remove the top stone & gravel to scrape up gold by the bushel. this
we have done. but alas for our Golden dreams-we found gold in but small
quantities say about 1 oz pr day pr man, this is very good pay but we must
find better for we must make up for lost time the reason why we were so
sanguine of realizing large yields was on account of a dam just above us about
6o rods from which they were taking at the time we commenced our dam
from $100 to $zoo per day to each man. As yet we have not been to any
diggins but those that ·were worked last year and we have about made up our
minds to go farther into the mountains. We are now about 300 miles from
San F should we conclude to go we shall go about 70 miles from here and
probably farther we hear of rich diggins within 6o miles & but very few if
any white men have ventured farther. I heard of one man taking 36 oz for
a number of days in succession.- he has not gone home. this is one of the
many stories that we hear & I cannot vouch for the truth of it though. I have
not good reason to doubt it - if we should conclude not to go it is probable
that I shall winter at Sacraminto City or at San F of that I will advise you in
my next. I was somewhat surprised on Slosson's return from Mormon Island
at receiving a letter from lVIr. Curry he had been up to the Island Unfortunately I was absent his trip was rather shorter than mine. the letters he
brought from home for me he left at the Post Office in San F & I have not yet
received them so I am ignorant of things at home as he did not mention one
word of news in his letter to me. Slosson also brought me a letter from you
the date of which was Jan 28th. I ought to have had the letter before I left
N. Y as it ·would probably have made some difference in my arrangements.
you will probably remember the subject matter or part of it I think that I
can appreciate your feelings on hearing such a story but I must say that I
think that your informants -vvho ever they may have been were grossly mistaken for I cannot thing of any one so corrupt that would be induced to
commit a perjury so damnable as that & if it has been done it has been to
screen the guilty knowing that I was too far away to return and defend
myself but be they assured I shall be back again & wo to those who are the
instigators of a plot so devilish.- whatever other errors I may have been
guilty of- of this I am as innocent as a child that lived a hundred years ago &
I blush that I am called upon thus to write to you for be assured had I have
been at home the story would never have had a being. but enough of this.
I am very anxious to see Mr Curry & to get my letters Mr. C is not in love
with the mines & will probably remain at the bay or at the city & I have no
doubt but he will do as well there as in the mines & perhaps better - ! wrote
some time ago that that [sic] I should send home some money about Jany &
I do not know now but that I shall have to get an extension of a month or
so-l was in hopes of being able to return this winter & at one time I felt quite
confident, of doing so but unless something evtra ordinary turns up I cannot
do so until next season Amasa will return this winter I think. he is as deep
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in love as the doctor or myself & was very foolish in leaving for his prospects
in Troy were very flattering our prospects here are very good & I had no
doubt but that I shall bring things to a satisfactory termination in Calafornia
within the limited time. thus far we have all been highly favored in having
excellent health & besides we are as tough as bears & we are getting quite
reconciled to hard fare. I have an opportunity of sending this to the U. S.
by a man who is going to New Orleans by the next steamer whether it will
ever reach you is more than I can tell- in my next I am in hopes to be able
to give you some better news than you have in this, though there is nothing
particularly bad about this for we can make up our losses in a short time remember me to all friends the boys wish to be remembered
Yours as ever [signed] M. Scott
[addressed to]
Miss Caroline F Scott
Chazy
Clinton County

N.Y

u.s.

pr Steamer "Tennessee"
San Francisco April r9 r 8 so
Dear Sister
I am once more in this windy disagreeable town, on business & as Mr Curry
has an oportunity of sending letters by private hands I can do no less than
send you a short very short letter - ! was very much disappointed in not
receiving letters by the two last steamers TVlr C. was more fortunate & I have
had the pleasure of reading his. -My latest dates from Chazy were some
time about the roth of Jany (Mr. C. one month later) I reed Maria's kind
short letter with yours- I am very glad to hear that Father has the mills & has
them stocked I am in hopes that lumber will bring a good price there it is
very lov,r here not often selling for enough to pay the freight. I have no doubt
but it will be better by & by but do not think it will answer to ship as there is
immense quantities on the way - Nlore anon
I met Tina Hitchcock here, he is out of business at present & tells me he is
going to the mines of some one of the tributaries of the Sacramento he is
well, but I do not think he has made much. I hope he will do better this year.I think the chances fall as good for this year in the mines as last- & much
better for a persons health - ! presume you would like to know what I am
doing more particularly. well vve are still the same company with the exception of doct Brooks we are located at JVIarysville a tovvn of importance at
the junction of Feather & Yuba rivers. we have put up a frame building for
a store & have about $ r ooo. worth of goods in it now Vantine & Myself are
here to purchase more, we shall take up r 5 to 20 tons of goods with us, which
will make us a nice & very respectable assortment-we own a schooner launch
in which we freight our own goods. saving 9c prlb freight to Marysville -
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we have a team to transport goods to the mines which will pay us 20 to 3oc
pr lb making easily on transportation alone $6oo. prton- what would one
think in old Chazy of getting six hundred dollars for the freight on one ton of
goods-as soon as vve return to Marysville we shall open a store up in the
mines, where I have not the least doubt we shall make large profits-we have
just got into shape to work to a good advantage-what we buy we pay for &
the concern of M. Scott & Co owes no one a penny.-& as for starving I was
never farther from it than now - & one to look at me would not think that I
had suffered much-we have lived comfortable & well all winter-our health
has been good & with all have made some money, enough at anyrate to get
home with at any time should I wish to, which I probably shall not this year.why doct Stevenson should wish to have people think that we are in want &
suffering I do not know & I certainly do not know that I have given him
reason to wish so.- I would much rather he would report the truth about
us-but enough- Three weeks ago I went up the Yuba about 50 miles to
look out a good situation for a store I took a few goods along with me on
which I cleared $zoo. gone 5 days while in the mountains I have the pleasure
of making a genuine snow ball the first that I had handled since I left New
York. I presume that one would not have had to have traveled in Chazy in
Jany 50 miles to have found snow-the weather is delightful most too warm
if anything-March & April here is about like June & July at home
You never saw any thing so lovely as the hills & prairies in their present
dress & I am sure you never saw such a profusion of flowers of every hue in
many places the fields look as if a vast & beautiful carpet had been spread &
"every air is heavy" with sweet fragrance from lovely flowers. I would like
to have you see them but it would only make you more discontented. I will
send you by the next steamer if possible some seeds the flowers will be new
to you &I think you will get them in time to plant this year.- Amasa has been
stopping with us for a month past he intends to go to the diggins soon I
believe. I hope he will be more fortunate this year-could Father get some
scantling & wall strips here as early as Nov I think they would bring good
prices but they should be ship'd as early as April to do it & I presume that
they will hardly be sawed by that time.-cant you send me a republican
once in a while I would like to see it. we get N.Y. papers in abundance.Say to Mr Carver that I did not intend that he should pay double postage on
the letter I sent him I weighed it & by the scales it was under the Yz oz but he
can make it up by sending me a double one & I will gladly pay the postage.give my love to "Sue" & remember me to her father & every body
[signed] Your brother Mat
Vantine & Slosson are both well & wish to be remembered to their friends.
Van says he would like to have them write to him though I think he does not
deserve one. should you see doct Brooks remember me to him & tell him that
Sacramento city is, now again under water-& that we are out of it & that the
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night of the day he left some body stole the medicine chest & what woolen
clothing was left in the tent.- I hope he had a good time getting home & with
improved health direct my letters to the care of Mr Curry, atty at Law
[addressed to]
Miss Caroline F Scott
Chazy
Clinton County
New York
Marysville Jnne 2 3 r 8 5o
fvly dear Sister
I have but little very litle to write you this time for since I last wrote which
was near two months ago nothing of importance has transpired last month
I sent you a paper but it [sic] doubtful if you ever receive it, but I suppose 1\tlr
Curry has informed you of my whereabouts as he & I are pretty good correspondents once in a while however my not writing is no excuse for your
negligence-Now I am not agoing to blame or scold you abit for I take it for
granted that you have written every month & the reason I have not received
them is owing to our Post offices & my wandering propensities for I have
travelled some about these diggins. I returned yesterday to this tovvn from the
Feat her river diggins we have established a store on the south fork ofF eat her
river at a place known hereabouts by the romantic name of Strington, a place
at which a considerable will be done this season & we are coming in for our
share of the net proceeds. the South & Middle forks of the Feather are considered as rich as any of the rivers in the country and as yet have not been
worked over I 5 miles leaving about I oo miles in length & by far the richer
part of them yet to be worked the same can be said of the Yuba-I consider
our store in one of the best locations in the country being the fartherest point
in the mountains that loaded waggons can go with safety & the most accessible from the Middle fork & the upper diggins of the South fork. we have
a good assortment of goods which will pay us a pretty good profit & one
great consolation is they are paid for. I shall superintend the business at
Stringtown Slosson will stay here & attend to the business here while V:'lntine will most likely go on the middle fork where we expect to open another
trading post we have now all the necessary appliances to go on with the
business to a good advantage, but still should all these prospects fail & should .
business not meet our anticipations-why-vve are in diggins "as is diggins"
& with stout hearts & willing hands we can do something in the way of diggin,
so give yourselves no uneasiness the year will turn out something yet.- we
have a splendid pair of horses we were offered $I ooo. for them yesterday &
refused it Slosson says he will have that much for one I would like to give
you a ride on a true blooded Calafornia horse you would think your other
horse backriding a fool to it. you would think that he "was wild wild as the
wild deer & untaught" but he is gentle as a lamb & a ladys hand could manage
him with perfect ease but enough of horses you are too far away to have the
pleasure of a ride
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What is the news in Chazy. the first question is are you all well? & next I
want you to tell me what is going on & what you are all doing how does
Father busy himself & if business matters are in "statue quo" I reed a letter
from Mr Curry yesterday he says his latest dates are to April 6th & that he has
a letter for me - l shall get it next week.- in his letter he informed me of the
death of iVlrs Doct Fisk also of a 1\llr Fisk from the Island Henery I presume
you told me he was sick- he says you were all well at that time, & that Father
vvas busy with the mills & the prospects were very good. I am rejoiced to hear
this. I guess if we are not pushed too hard we will get out of the scrape within
a year or so.-Slosson ·wishes his friends be informed of his whereabouts &c
he says he has no [torn] time to write for a month or two back - Vantine also
wishes to be remembered to his friends - both are well Amasa is still with us
he will probably go to work this week he has been with us over three
months. Sullivan is in San F. he is coming to the mines soon-the last time
I saw Tina was in San F. he was also going to the mines in a short time the two Ladds are on the northFork of the American river & were well when
they left us. I think they will do well.- I have ben thus particular that their
friends can be informed about them - & now how are my friends the ladies
in particular how is Sue & Lorenda & charlotte by the way you are mistaken
about my receiving letters from her though I should like to - how is Carver &
has sawyer paid you the long talked of visit-remember me to them if they
were here I could tell them of some good spots & I must tell one any -vvay &
it is a truth there was a man at work on the South Fork of Feather river
about six miles above our store at a place known as Stoney point -well one
day he took out in one pan full of dirt 2202.50 $- now was not that a pretty
good days work a considerable more than one could make on the best farm
in Chazy in a whole year.- but Such diggins are scarce & such pans full are
few & far between-& I will tell just one more there is a place known as gold
run on deer creek a branch of the Yuba from which one company of four
for several days in succession took eleven pounds-& other companies did as
well in proportion this last - there can be no doubt if we have had men to
work for us who were there & worked for the four at r oz pr day- I expect
tb strike a spot one of these days, like gold run, if I do I shall not run from it
until I run home. dont you hope I may.- give my love to Sue & the other
good people- Yours aff brother
[signed] Mat

P. S. I cannot find the flower seeds I promised you I however have two or
three of one kind the flower is nothing extra but the plant is pretty - I enclose
under the seal money to pay the postage
[addressed to]
Miss Caroline F. Scott
Chazy
Clinton Co
NYork
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Sacramento Oct I3 I 8 so
My dear Sister
Your letter of July 28. I reed two weeks ago-I am very much pleased that
you are en joying yourself so well in Peekskill- I have directed none of my
letters to you at P-fearing that you \vould not get them being a bird of
passage-& I wish our friends at home to hear from me too so my letters go
to Chazy direct & I presume you have read them regularly-except the one
which I ought to have sent by last steamer I wrote to Mr Curry to tell you
how I was but he did not write-but I suppose it is as well-though I must
confess that I feel disappointed if I do not receive my letters monthly at least
- do you? -tell J\!lag that I am much obliged to her for the kind letter she
wrote & will answer it by next mail - as to her house keeping & cooking I may
test it before she is aware of- & if it is not first rate I shall think she has not
profited much by your counsel & exampleNothing of importance has occured that can be of much interest things are
jogging along after the same sort-our trade is still very fair -My health is
good again & better days are dawning - so good cheer my dear Father -&
sisters-Mr Curry tells me he shall go home in Jany oh how I would like to
go with him or be at home when he is there-two years absence has not weakened the ties that bind me to you. nor has the excitement of this half savage
life lessened my affection - I sometimes feel as if I would give all I have to
see you to hear you tell your joys & troubles to sit down & talk of all our
prospects & hopes & fears & be to you all a brother should be.- should I live
to get home I believe I shall be a much better brother than I was my exile
has taught me the value of the treasures that I left behind & I think I can
appreciate the worth of those who have loved me so faithfully under all circumstances & whom I long to clasp to my bosom & shield from every trouble
& vexation- I hope some thing will turn up that I can go home before next
fall - I will try to have it so.- I have just returned from San Francisco where
I have been to buy goods Mr Curry was well when I came away. George
Standish was in San F. he was unwell & had no money I have promised him
that I would provide for him for the winter.A masa Stevenson has gone up to 'tend our store at Stringtown- he dug about
$I ooo, in a little less than 3 months, besides expenses. the Ladd boys I have
neither seen or heard from since they first went to the mines - Slosson had
not ntirely recovered from the fever when I came down from Marysville.Carpenter is in partnership with Mr Curry-George Sullivan is in San Francisco. I do not [torn] what he is doing - doct Soules is in San F. he is about
opening a restaurant.- Vantine is well & hearty - I believe that I have given
the whereabouts of all from our neighborhood
We are quite busy getting our winter supply to the store in the mines.1 expect Amasa will stay with us all winter- I saw Cornelias letter to Mr. C.
he got it last month - I am glad to hear that all are well. I have reed nothing
by this Steamer-Remember me to enquiring friends-! would write more
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but I have been so absorbed in business lately that my mind wanders to trade
too much to be interesting-you will hear from me before long again in the
mean time dont forget that I am here & anxious to hear from youYour brother rsigned] Mat
[addressed to]
Miss Caroline F Scott
Chazy
Clinton county
N . Y.
[Letter apparently written by father of Matthew Scott-probably also to
Caroline F. Scott.]
San Francisco July 20 . r856
Dear Daughter
. .. Our Family is now verry Small only Matthew, Lucia & myself- Jane
has gone up to Benicia & will stay two or three ·weeks with Cornelia & I suppose they with Mr Curry are now at Napa Springs (the Saratoga of the
Pacific) .. . The Springs are 40 miles from Benicia- & a Stage to & from there
runs evry [sic] day to Benicia- but JVIr Curry keeps Horses & Carriage which
would enable them to have many Pleasant Drives ... We expect George
down here to morrow Night & TVlatthew will go up to Marysville the next
day -they are Selling a great amount of Goods- !Vlatthews Business here is
Purchase Goods & Send them up the River & on Steamer days to pay for
them ·which is 1\vice a Month. The Purchases range between Thirty & Forty
Thousand Dolls [dollars] Monthly ... It is Matthews design to lVIove up to
Marysville this Fall ... Since I commenced writing we have Telegraphic
News that the City of Nevada is Burned up only Six Buildings left-It was
a prosperous Flourishing little Town of Six or Eight Thousand inhabitants &
doing a good deal of Business in the way of Trade ... I am going to talk
Politics for the benefit of you & Caroline Lesley who are Some Pumpkins in
these things-Last Fall I attended Election here & as usual voted the Democratic Ticket. I visited the Polls in a Number of V\Tards & never saw more
Order or Propriety in any Election in my life-well the Result was the
Democrats "\vere defeated - the KnowN othings Triumphant [throughout?]
the State. Gov. Johnson-Elected by a fair Majority-Murry & Terry were
E lected Judges of the Supreme Court & No Man can with Truth say they
were not Elected Fairly-Now look at another Picture the KnowN othings
Burst up the Party to be found no where- p] Gov Johnson spoiled with
Ridicule & Contempt-Judge Terry of the Supreme Court [State] a Prisoner
in the Cells of the Inquisition & Murray spoiled with unmitigated abuse.
On the ruins of the Know Nothing Party the Black Republicans have hoisted
their Flag. I attended their Ratification Meeting of Freemont & Dayton at
the Musical Hall last Night- 200 [?]Band of Music - Speeches- Tar Barrels
Burned- H H H [?] The Union Whigs & Know Nothings are Joining the
Democrats the Abolitionist [ s] Join of Course the Republicans & will make
a party of about one Fourth of the Voters.
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I am going to Say Something about the Vigilance Committee. It is a Mercantile Insurrection its head is in Front Street & its 'L1il is evry where.
Shipping Merchs & Jobbers are the Moving Power - Their influence extends
over all the Retailers - Clerks & Dray Men also over the Traders in Sacimento
fsic] Marysville & Stocton [sic] & So [?] from these places to the Small
dealers in the Mines. Men of all parties Belong to it & Men of all Parties are
opposed to it. It Commenced in a Spirit of Vengance & after 1\vo Months
the end is not yet. 1'dr. King the Editor of the Evening Bulletin started that
paper last Fall - we have taken it from the Start & I must Say that it was the
most Domineering - Insulting & Personally abusive paper that I ever read his attacks were lndiscriminate - evry day he would Pitch into Some body
from the Highest to the Lowest in Society. Sometimes right & Some times
wrong it Created a bad State of Feeling in the Community-he would not
Fight a Duel but Carried a revolver & Knife & bid Defiance to his enemies
it was a Common Prediction that he would be Shot as Pistols are drawn here
frequently upon much less Provocation than he gave (Casey Published the
Sunday Times)- King found out that Casey had been to Sing Sing Prison &
gave an Intimation of that Fact in his Paper-Casey [called] on King &
requested him not to go back of his California residence in his attacks upon
him but he might make all he could against him since he had been in California. Mr. King ordered him out of his office with So much Indolence that
Casey became reckless with exasperation & Shot him the Same afternoon he Shot him for revenge - what better are the Committee than Casey-they
Hung him for revenge-both with Malice & Vengence outraged the Laws
of the Land ... There is fsic] four or five papers in the Interest & pay of the
Committee who Exagerate [sic I & Distoort with false Coloring so much that
you must receive their Statements with large allowance - Violence & abusean assassin like feeling pervades this Community . . . If Gen \ !Vool f? ] had
Furnished Arms & Amunition fsic] to the Governor this State of things
would not have existed & the Laws would not be Trampled upon with
impunity - perhaps he was right as doubtless Some Blood would have been
Shed. It is time that Committee was dispersed ... Truly this is a miserable
Commentary on Republican Institutions & I for One am Sick of it ... JVlatthew, George & Cheeseman are in favor of the Committee IJohn] Curry &
myself against it-Matthew & Lucia send their Love to you & the Lesleys
also give my warmest regards to them & Nathan & the Children & your Self
E. A. Scott
MATTHEw's FATE
Although he had referred to San Francisco as a "windy disagreeable town,"
Matthew Scott evidently resided there for many years. Several editions of the
San Francisco Directory mention a lVlatthew [sometimes spelled therein,
Mathew] Scott:
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r 854-"Scott lVlatthew, merchant, I2 5 Yz Sansome"
r856-"ScottlVl. 72 Batt [Battery] h [house] Stoc'nnPost"
[This is about two blocks from Union Square]
1858-"Scott Mathew 72 Battery, dwl [dwelling] Bush bet Stock
[again, Stockton, and near the Square] and Powell"
r868-r869-"Scott Mathew, examiner C. H. [Custom House]
dwl Russ House"
DAILy ALTA CALIFOR N IA

San Francisco, Friday Morning, March z, z872
"UNITED STATES OFFICERS GOING TO JAPAN
... The Japanese have taken a number of gentlemen from this Coast to
instruct them in the practical matters of business and life, and have secured
the services of two of our most valuable revenue officers from our Custom
House, to proceed to Yedo, where they will be attached to the Customs
Department of that Empire.
"H. M. Miller, Esq., United States Appraisor in this port during three
administrations (Lincoln's, Johnson's and Grant's), has been appointed by
Japanese officials to an important post in the Customs Department of that
Empire ...
"lVlatthew Scott, Esq., Examiner of Customs, also goes out on the steamer
to-day to Japan, on the same mission as Mr. Miller. Mr. Scott was for years
a merchant and stood high in commercial circles. He is a gentleman of sterling
worth and ·will be a credit to the American name in Japan. He is modest,
unassuming and patient, and with his confrere, Mr. Miller, will accomplish
much in organizing and carrying into effect a Customs system for Japan,
·which will deal honestly and fairly between the merchants and that government."
DAILy ALTA CALIFORNIA

San Francisco, January 6, z88o
"The will of Matthew Scott, made in Kobe, Japan, was filed yesterday in
the Probate Division of the Superior Court. The petition of George M. Scott
sets out that the estate is valued at $2 5,ooo, consisting, principally, of deposits
in savings banks. The devisees are Caroline S. Hubbell [probably his sister],
residing in Buffalo; Margaret S. Cheesman, JaneS. Decker, Cornelia S. Randall, and Julia Curry, residing in San Francisco; George l\11. Scott and Mary
Scott, Salt Lake; Frank Upton and Mr. Nagoaka, residing in Japan."

PEDRO CARRILLO AND
THE LOS ANGELES LAND OFFICE
By

RoLAND

C.

RIEDER

Although an applicant for a position with the Federal Government in the
Nineteenth Century might have high recommendations this was no guarantee of receiving an appointment. Pedro C. Carrillo, vvho certainly had a substantial background in public service in the State of California, found this
out when he sought the position of registrar of the Los Angeles Land Office.
Carrillo stated in a letter to Congressman Barclay Henry that he was seeking appointment as register at the Los Angeles Land Office, that Governor
Stoneman had known him for 37 years, was a native Californian born in
Santa Barbara and had been living in Los Angeles County for nineteen years. 1
He further stated that he had been a member of the California legislature and
was selected as a Democrat in I 8 53 and served as such in I 8 54. 2 In addition to
legislative experience Mr. Carrillo had been collector of the Port of San Diego
during the 1\tlexican \iVar and later served in the same capacity at Santa Barbara.3 Carrillo wrote the "Treaty of Peace" at Cahuenga in both Spanish and
English when his countrymen surrendered on his advice to John C. Fremont.
Carrillo used General Fremont as a personal reference in applying for the
position in Los Angeles.'1 Not only Fremont but Generals Rosecrans, Winfield Scott, Hancock, and \iV. T. Sherman ·were given as personal references
with the statement that "Everyone of them knows me well." 5 Governor
Stoneman confirmed a number of Carrillo's statements. 6
By early I 88 5 no apparent action had been taken on his request, so Carrillo
sent another letter to Congressman Henry further detailing his qualifications
and providing information about his family as well. He pointed out that the
register at Los Angeles was Charles R. Johnson, who was married to his wife's
sister) "commenced to move heaven and earth to be reappointed" when he
found that Carrillo was actively seeking the position. 7 Johnson evidently was
not to relinquish his position as Carrillo had originally surmised! If Johnson
were continued in his post as register and there were no chance for the job
Carrillo would then be willing to be consul at Mexico City. 8 To establish his
family's background in executive ability Carrillo pointed out that his father,
Don Carlos Carrillo, was appointed Governor of California by President
Anastasio Bustamente of Mexico in I 8 37, that his father had served the Mexican congress in I83 I and I8p, his father-in-law, Don Juan Bandini, had
served in the Mexican Congress in I 8 33 and I 8 34, and that his uncle, Don
Jose Antonio Carrillo also served there in I835 and I836. 9 Pedro C. Carrillo
also proudly pointed out that his grandfather, Don Raymundo Carrillo, came
Mr. Rieder is a specialist in archival science and records management. His most recent
article is "The Letters of Antony Godbe: Economic Signposts of Baja California" in
the Quarterly of the Historical Society of Southern California.
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to California with Father Junipero Serra and commanded all the Presidios
from San Francisco to San Diego. 10 It is not surprising that with such a background Pedro Carrillo stated in a letter to President Cleveland that he was
"perfectly familiar" with the Archives of California. ' 1
The President received a petition supporting the Carrillo candidacy signed
by all the members of the Supreme Court of California; A . Glassell, Los
Angeles attorney; A. E. Sepulveda, Los Angeles County Auditor; Charles
E. Jvliles, Los Angeles County Recorder; J. \V. Hellman, President of the
Farmers' and Merchants' Bank, Los Angeles; and \Villiam Pridham, Assistant
Superintendent of the Wells Fargo Company. 12
On the same day that Carrillo's letter and the petition were sent to the
Chief Executive of the United States Carrillo wrote to George \Vise to state
further qualifications; specifically these were that he had been appointed
Surveyor of Customs at Santa Barbara by Pierce and reappointed by Buchannan and remained in office until "Mr. Lincoln put me out."' 3
It might seem that with all the substantial experience the Californian
mustered that this alone would weigh heavily in his favor. In addition Congressman Henry endorsed the candidacy 14 as did no less a personage than
Leland Stanford. 1 5
Even though Carrillo did not secure the position he desired, he has left us
with a legacy of information uniquely available in the National Archives.'
o]

NOTES
r. Letter from Carrillo to Honorable Barclay Henry, M.C. (Santa Monica, Novem-

ber IJ, I884), 2 pp.
2. Supra.
3· Supra.
4· Supra.
5· Sup1·a.
6. Letter from George Stoneman to w hom it may concern (Sacramento, December
I, I884), I p.
7· Letter from Carrillo to Hon. Barclay Henry (Santa Monica, February 8, I885),
4PP·
8. Supra.
9· Supra.
IO. Supra.
I r. Letter from Carrillo to President Grover Cleveland (Los Angeles, February 15,
I 88 5 ), I p.
I2. Petition to the President of the United States (n.p., n.d.) , 2 pp.
I3. Carrillo to George D . vVise (Los Angeles, February IS, I88s), 2 pp.
I4. Letter from Barclay Henry to L. Q . C. Lamar (Secretary of the Interior) (Santa
Rosa, August I3, I88s), I p., and letter from Henry to Lamar (Santa Rosa, August 20,
I885),2pp.
I 5. Letter from Leland Stanford to President Grover Cleveland (San Francisco,
August24, I88s ) , I p.
I6. All letters cited in this article are original letters now in Record Group 48,
Records of the Office of the Secretary of the Interior, now in the National Archives,
Washington, D. C. Mr. Robert M. Kvasnicka is archivist-in-charge of these documents.

UNITED STATES SENATOR
JANIES A . Iv1cDOUGALL
By

\ iVrLLIAM LAWRENCE SHAW

"Bring me men-with new eras in their brains'"

I.

I NTRO D UCTION

The years I 86 I- I 867 produced a man from California who was something
of an enigma. In some aspects, United States Senator James A . McDougall
was a veritable giant in stature. In other particulars, he was weak in character and lacking in sobriety. Yet ·within his Congressional sphere, Senator
McDougall definitely affected the conduct and outcome of the great civil
conflict. His voice was raised upon several of the most critical issues of the
times and his declarations have been preserved to us to judge of his foresight,
courage, and wisdom.

II.

THE MAN AND THE O FFICE HoLDER

Senator McDougall may be classed as a moderate in his opinions and political practises. A contemporary described him as "wise, forearmed, and magnanimous," 2 And as one who spoke with the moderation of a statesman. 3
James A. McDougall was born in I8r9 in Albany, New York. After the
equivalent of a grammar school education, he studied law. In I 8 37, the youth
moved to Pike County, Illinois, and was elected Attorney General of Illinois
in I 842 and I 844. McDougall came to California in I 849, practising law in
San Francisco.'1 For a time after I 8 so, McDougall was a law partner of Henry
H. Haight, recently arrived from New York, and who later became the tenth
State Governor of California.'' McDougall was elected Attorney General of
California in I 85o and to Congress in I 853 .6 James was a candidate in I 8 57
to suceed United States Senator John B. Weller (D), but David C. Broderick
(D) was elected by the legislature.7
During the stormy period preceding the Vigilance Rule in San Francisco
in I 856, McDougall -vvas one of defense counsel for Cora in a murder trial
arising out of the death of United States J\!Iarshal \iVilliam H. Richardson .
McDougall assisted Edward D. Baker in the defense arguments w hich led to
a divided jury result. 8
In the election of I 86o, J\!IcDougall supported the Democratic Douglas
ticket and spoke throughout the state. Two-thirds of California votes were
cast against Abraham Lincoln, but the division within the Democratic Party
VVilliam Lawrence Shaw is a lieutenant colonel in the California (Army) National
Guard and is the Executive Secretary of the California Civil War Centennial Commission and the President of the Sacramento Civil vVar Round T.1ble. A graduate of Stanford University and the Law School, he is a Deputy Attorney General of California
and a member of the Staff of the Adjutant General of California in the Selective Service
Section.
r8r
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enabled Lincoln to capture the four electors of the state. 0 The final vote was
Lincoln, 38,7 34; Douglas, 38,02 3; Breckenridge, 3 3,97 5; Bell, 9, q6.
The attack upon Fort Sumter tended to bolster Union sentiment in California and we find that J\!IcDougall addressed a mass meeting in San Francisco on May I I, I 86 I, in favor of the U nion. 10
On the twenty-second ballot in the legislature, by a majority of one vote,
James A. McDougall, an anti-Lecompton Democrat, was chosen in I 86 I to
replace William M. Gwin (D) in the United States Senate. 11 His fellowsenator from California was Milton S. Latham (D) who after serving one
day as Governor of California on January 9, I 86o, was elected to the Senate.
California's Congressmen from March I86I to March I863, were Timothy
G. Phelps (R), Aaron A. Sargent (R) and Frederick F. Low (R) . From
iVIarch I 86 3 onward, the representatives were Thomas B. Shannon, William
Higby, and Cornelius Cole.' 2 On February IO, I863, John Conness (D) was
elected to the Senate to replace Latham.13
James A. McDougall proved to be a brilliant, dynamic speaker in the Halls
of the Senate. His speeches are models of clarity and logic. Essentially, the
junior Senator from California stood off from the aggressive pro-union party.
in the Senate and sought to restrain the war sentiment in favor of what he
construed as the future well being of the nation and state after hostilities had
ceased. His major speaking efforts in Congress were directed to the following
subjects: the Pacific Railroad and Telegraph Line, Emancipation, Slavery in
the District of Columbia, Reconstruction, Restoration of the Southern States,
Expulsion of Senators Jesse D. Bright (Indiana) and vV. P. Johnson (Missouri), the Enrollment (Conscription) Act, Confiscation of Southern Property, the Franco-Mexican Situation, and the Arrest of General Charles P.
Stone.
In the matter of General Stone and again in the instance of the confiscation of property, Senator McDougall took the unpopular side of each
controversy. On another issue, he spoke for gradual rather than sudden
emancipation of the Negroes. His resistance to a proposed indiscriminate
seizure of Confederate property estranged him from the national administration at vVashington and from the dominant faction of Unionists at home.
On January 29, I 864, a resolution was adopted in each house of the California Legislature calling on Senator McDougall to resign from the United
States Senate.14 The essence of the charge was the allegation of "misrepresentation of the wishes, opinions, and habits of the people of California."
In taking this ill-advised action, the legislature conveniently disregarded that
Senator McDougall, as Chairman of the Senate Pacific Railway Committee,
led the successful fight which secured the passage in the Senate of the bill
to complete a transcontinental railroad.15
III. McDouGALL oN THE ENROLLM ENT AcT
The California delegation in Congress was particularly vocal in connection
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with the debate in February I863 in each House upon an "Act for Enrolling
and Calling Out the National Forces and for Other Purposes"' 6 commonly
termed the Conscription Act. Senator Latham objected to the provision for
commutation in the bill as introduced claiming that to allow a man to pay
$3oo and thereby avoid military service, was class legislation which would
exempt the rich and harry the poor. 11
Senator lVlcDougall would have stricken commutation from the bill and
permitted "the boys to stay at home until their beards grow" by raising the
age of liability to 2 I years from I8 years. 18 He further stressed that nationwide conscription should have been introduced when the war began and
voluntary recruitment had proved to be a failure. lVlcDougall stated that
conscription was "a truly just rule, for the absolute reason that every man
who has the protection of the law is bound to maintain law, either in peace
or war." 19 At the final stages of debate, 1\tlcDougall urged that the framers
of the Constitution intended to vest in the central, federal government
authority to command the services of all men. 20 The Senator would have
subjected all resident aliens to the operation of the draft.
In his arguments, lVlcDougall anticipated the reasoning ·which justified the
subsequent Acts of I9I7/' I940 / 2 and I948, as amended. 23 On the final vote
of approval in the Senate, the California vote was split. In the House, Representative Aaron A. Sargent (R) of California ably supported the passage of
the Act/' stressing that among the first-rate powers of the world, only the
United States depended upon the inadequate volunteer process to raise manpower to fight an all-out vvar, and a change to conscription was imperative
to prevent defeat.

IV.

THE CoNFISCATION OF Co N FED E RATE PRoPERTY

On March 3, I 862, before the Senate, James 1\tlcDougall delivered an
address which in the temper of the times required the greatest courage in the
speaker. The Senate had under consideration Senate Bill I 5 I, designed to
introduce a national system of indiscriminate confiscation of all the property
and a release of the slaves of all confederates. McDougall was the most outspoken critic of the entire proposal and declared:
"In considering it I have sought to withdraw myself from the angry influences that
prevail in every country during all times of ·war, and particularly in times of civil strife .
. . . It is not two years since there was a brotherhood among our own people of all parts
of this [United States] .... \Ne have no right to say that the people of the southern states
are in fact disloyal. They are unarmed and subject . . .. If [peace] is to be accomplished
in what spirit is it to be accomplished? Is it by subjugation? Is it by making the people
of the South go under the yoke? . .. the measure now proposed can never secure peace.
The policy involved in it will continue an angry, remorseless, relentless "var which . ..
will involve extirpation. I fear that ... the Senate have been led wild with anger. " 2 5

The Senator then went on to quote Cicero that the sole object of war is to
enable us to live undisturbed in peace and victory should spare the conquered.
Grotius is cited that moderation practised towards the enemy takes from
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them desperation, a powerful weapon. The sparing of an enemy's country
demonstrates confidence in a complete victory. Clemency pacifies the minds
of men. Hannibal came to grief from practising systematic cruelty towards
the foe. Francis Vittoria is claimed as authority by McDougall that the conqueror has no legal right to seize the property of private citizens in a defeated
land.
1\ilcDougall reasoned that the rules of vvar ·which protect private citizens
must be applied in a civil war and the substance of S.B. 151 was in violation
of the established law of nations. He concluded:
"Even the Norman conqueror [William] attempted no such confiscation [as in this]
act to sweep the whole of a populous country of all property , and to be enforced .. .
not by the President ... but by the ten thousand agents he may choose to appoint ... .
I understand this act to be a general bill of attainder-striking at whole communities,
embracing millions of people ... . The party suffering this legislative condemnation,
this magisterial act, has no redress, no remedy . . .. A ·war of detectives, informers,
agents, and suborned witnesses for the purpose of seizing estates, "vill breed a disease
from which this nation can never recover."

The result of McDougall's expose of the evils inherent in the confiscation
bill \vas defeat of the measure. Today, in a reunited nation, the wisdom of
Senator McDougall's opposition to S.B. I 5 I is palpably apparent.

v.

THE FRANCO - MEXICAN SIT U ATION

A resolution by Senator McDougall on the relations of the United States
vvith France and Mexico was considered on February 3, I863. The senatoT
was deeply distu-rbed by the invasion of the Republic of Mexico by Imperial
French Army units of Napoleon III with naval support which began in
December I86I, 2 6 in a combined French-Spanish-British landing at Vera
Cruz. Prior to the invasion, a Convention had been signed on October 3 I,
r 86 I, at London providing for a joint intervention by the three powers to
secure reparation for damages for which Mexico was held responsible. The
Convention expressly negatived any interference in Mexican internal affairs
and rejected any notion of territorial acquisitions in Mexico by the three
powers. 27 The Spanish and British withdrew their troop units by mid-April
r862 and the Imperial French forces undertook a general offensive against
Mexican troops and rejected the authority of President Benito Juarez. The
attitude of the United States was indecisive. On December I5, I862, Secretary of State \iVilliam H. Seward (R) wrote to Matias Romero, Mexican
Mi~1ister at V\'ashington that a war existed between France and Mexico, the
United States must "act in regard to it only on the principles which have
always governed! " 28
Senator McDougall's resolution asserted that "the present attempt by the
Government of France to subject the Republic of Mexico to her authority
by armed force is a violation of the established and known rules of international law [and is] unfriendly to this Republic." 29
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Before the Senate, James McDougall declared:
"The more immediate concern of our people on the Pacific Coast in the movements
of France, furnish reasons why I should have vvatched French policy more carefully .
. . . vVe have been misled, deceived, and defrauded to the very point of jeopardy by the
M~chiavelli w ho is now Emperor of the French .... The attempt in this civilized age,
in this age of law, to make war upon and to overthrow a weak government under the
pretense of enforcing the pay ment of a money debt, is one that wou ld not be dared by
any other person than the dark, ambitious, and unscrupulous head of the French Government ... . The present constitutional government of Mexico is to be overthrown .
. . . The French Emperor wi ll pronounce an Austrian prince Emperor of the Mexican
people . . .. With the possession of the northern Pacific States of Mexico, and California
and Oregon [then] ... France aims at the command of the ancient East .... France
would be strong upon the Pacific." 30

McDougall then discussed the further effect of Napoleon's incursions as
affecting the United States:
"France makes war to restrain our progress; she makes war upon a sister republic
bordering upon our weakest and most valuable possessions; and I am told no voice must
be raised here, either of warning to France, or of sympathy for Mexico, or for counsel
among ourselves .... I here denounce the proceedings of France as the most flagrant
robber outrage ... and demands our interference .... I will still trust ... there is some
power and will in this Government [United States] to maintain the right .... vVith such
perfidy not onlv exhibited toward Mexico, but also toward ourselves, what may one not
anticipate from France. \iVc can anticipate nothing less than war."

The Senator directed attention to the Monroe Doctrine and insisted that
the United States should protest against, and, if necessary, resist by force of
arms, the extension of European monarchical institutions over Mexico. After
Mexico should cease to be self-governing and become po·werless, then France
could turn to Louisiana, Texas, and California. Control of the great bay of
San Francisco would secure Louis Napoleon "against any power in the
world." J\!IcDougallmged the govem111ent at fVashington to give aT711S to
the people of California and as a result that State would send 2o,ooo men to
defend Mexico. He concluded that "it is our duty to lend to J\ilexico ·whatever
aid she may require" and deny our facilities to France.31
VI. CoNcLUSION
The immediate result of Senator McDougall's opening of the Pandora box
containing the Franco-Mexican ills \-vas that the federal government extended
the military defense of the Pacific Coast. An increasing awareness of the
proximity of California to the Mexican trouble area entered federal planning. Governor Leland Stanford (R) on March 25, 1863, reported that a
dispatch from McDougall, dated March 23, 186 3, advised that the federal
government would do all that was demanded for the defense of the West
Coast. 3 2 A lthough resentful of McDougall for his exposure of federal ineptness, eventually Secretary Seward adopted i\!IcDougall's position as that of
the national government and Napoleon Ill encountered determined resistance to his conquest of Mexico.
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On December I 6, I 86 5, the tvvo houses of the California Legislature
elected Cornelius Cole (R) by a 92-26 vote, to succeed Senator lVIcDougall, 33
whose term would expire on March 4, I 867.
Increasing intemperance laid hold of Senator lVlcDougall during his term
of office in the United States Senate. His health became impaired and he died
at Albany, New York, on September 3o, I867, aged so years. vVhile his
uncontrolled addiction to liquor was unwort hy of his high office, time has
obscured the memory of the senator's indiscretion. We Californians of the
1\~r entiet h Century may take pride in his direction of the course of federal
opposition to Napoleon III and Prince l\tlaximilian in Mexico and his firm
denunciation of the principle of ruthless confiscation of southern property.
McDougall's courage in speaking out on the Mexican and the confication
issues is an expiation of his character short-comings. To a sorely-beset nation,
the senator seems to have spoken that "it is good not to try experiments in
states, except the necessity be urgent or the utility evident." 3 ·' Indeed, there
is a quality reminiscent of Sir Francis Bacon in the California Senator.
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HISTORY INSTITUTE

The annual meeting of the California History Foundation w ill be held
at the University of the Pacific
on March 29 and 30, I963. Pacific's
beautiful campus is usually ablaze
vvith color at that season of the year.
Every effort is being made to provide
a stimulating and interesting gathering under restful and happy conditions. Leaders will include Dr. J\!Ialcoltn R. E iselen, Chairman of the
Department of History and Political
Science; Dr. Sam Ross of the History
Department, Sacramento State College; Dr. \ Valter Payne, Assistant
Managing E ditor of Hispanic American Historical R eview; Dr. Robert
E. Burns, President of the University
of the Pacific; Lt. Col. \iVilliam L.
Shaw, Executive Secretary, Civil \ iVar
Centennial of California; Professor
Glenn \ iV. Price of the Department
of History, University of the Pacific;
Dr. Earl Rowland, Director of Haggin lVIuseum and Art Galleries, and
many others. Be sure to put the History Institute in your date book.

HISTORIA N

TouR
The Sixteenth Annual California
Missions Tour will be run during the
week immediately preceding Easter,
April6-I 3, I963 . Again, everyone of
the 2 I missions will be visited and
their history given by the Conductor
and the padres. Some of the missions
are now State 1\llonuments, others
have been returned to the Franciscan
Order, and still others are being used
as parish churches. Most of the missions have been restored, but one at
least, is still in ruins. Some are now in
the hearts of great cities, but a few
are in their original rural surroundings. The tour becomes one of the
major experiences of one's life and is
easily worth many times the actual
cost. It will be conducted this year
for the third time by Professor and
1\llrs. Glenn Price.
Additional information is available
from E lliott J. 'Taylor, Director of
Tours, University of the Pacific.
MisSIONS

"Map of Oregon and Upper California, from the Surveys of John
Charles Fremont - Drawn by Charles
Preuss," as ordered to be printed by
the Committee of the \iVhole House
on the State of the Union in theMessage from the President of the United
States, Zachary L'lylor, January 24,
I85o. From Exec utive Document
No. I?, published in I85o. Map is on
cream white paper, I 6 x 22 inches. By
mail $ r. 2o, includes the tax, tube and
postage.
Mrs. Margaret Hanna Lang
Rte. 3, Box 67 5, Sonora, Calif.

THE LYNNEWOOD CONFERENCES
Organized in I96o for the purpose of examining present-day problems in the
light of historical evidence, the Lynnewood Conferences have grovvn in size
and importance with the months. They have always been invitational meetings and have permitted the maximum amount of face-to-face discussion.
During the present college year, the chief objective has been to formulate
a workable policy for meeting the \/Vorld Crisis.
The Conference of September I6, 1962, was led by Glenn Price of the
Department of History, University of the Pacific. His thesis explored and
explained the pattern of Ethics and Foreign Relations. His presentation
seemed to prove that with few exceptions International Relations are based
on the Machiavellian theory of intrigue, dishonesty, and nationalism.
At the next meeting on October 2 I, I962, Dr. Philip vVogaman, Assistant
Professor of Bible and Social Ethics, University of the Pacific, gave a powerful and convincing presentation that the conditions and requirements of
peace are well known and are attainable by the world today.
The Conference of November I8, I962, was a serious attempt to answer
the question: \i\That can we do in this YVorld Crisis? It was led by a panel of
seven couples representing engineers, salesmen, housewives, teachers, nurses,
librarians, ministers, musicians, and psychiatrists. They were members of the
following churches: Christian Science, Methodist, Mormon, Presbyterian,
Friends, and Seventh Day Adventist.
The following key statements secured from the members of the panel
before the Conference shows a remarkable similarity of sentiments:
WHAT CAN WE DO IN THIS YVORLD CRISIS?
"vVe stand for 'Universal' disarmament under enforceable law."
-CANIPBELL AND R u TH FuNK
,;ve believe that the solution rests upon
"Personal responsibility and full realization that a better vvorld cau be attained if we
do know the difference between right and wrong and exercise our right to choose."
-STUART AND FRANCES GIBBONS
"vVe advocate a major change in United States foreign policy: convert from one
w hich states in effect, '' N hat is good for the U nited States is good for any body' to a
policy in which our actions are unselfish, or are in the best interests of mankind ."
- GEORGE LEWIS AND CAROLY N HELGESON
"vVe submit that the transition from the current international relations as described
by Professor Price to the ideal conditions that man may obtain, can be effected only by
the recognition of the actual Brotherhood of Man as taught by Christ. Inherent, of
course, in this recognition is the need for love and understanding."
- MoNTE AND SuE HrcKENLOOPER
"It is our belief that the same standards should be applied in the evaluation of the
foreign relations of our country and in our pe1'Sona/ relations with other individuals.
This nation, which professes to be under the guidance of God, should be a leader in
those attributes characteristic of the best in our Judea-Christian tradition, which are
succinctly listed in the Beatitudes."
_ }AMES AND MARGE RmoLES
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"Monologue is insufficient in human affairs. If discussion is to be fruitful, a quarrel
settled, men must not merely talk at one another, or about one another; they must talk
to one another. They must meet face to face." Quote from John A. MacKay, "Christian
Faith and th e International Situation," THEOLOGY TooAY.
- R Ev. RoBERT STUART AND SALLEE VoGT
"Be it resolved that we use our influence against the build-up of hate and fear that
makes vvar inevitable. That we do this by avoiding personal indulgence in emotional
excesses, either as to our own virtue and goodness, or as to the badness and wickedness
of those whom we may choose, or \vho may choose us, as enemies. That we avoid such
provoca tive words or deeds ~s might provoke either ourselves, our friends or our
enemies, to lose self-control. That we realize that, although serious differences do exist,
there may well be some answer save death and destruction. If there be another answer,
it is our duty to work toward it, until the educated-self-interest of each camp leads to
such tolerance and understanding as can make possible a lasting peace."
-On. iVIELVIN ANDEvELYN DnAKE

On January 19, 1963, Dr. Robert vV Moon, Pastor of the First l\llethodist
Church in Fresno, and Dr. Gordon G. Zimmerman, Dean of lVlen, University of the Pacific, will express their individual answers to this question:
"From your knowledge of history and your belief in the destiny of Man,
what is your solution in this \tVorld Crisis?"

INDEX
We regret an unavoidable delay in the publication of the Cumulative Index,
Pacific Historian, Volumes r through V. It will be mailed early in January to
paid-up subscribers and Jedediah Smith Society members. The cost to others
will be $2 .00 per copy.
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THE HISTORY CALENDAR
November 18, z962
Seventeenth Lynnewood Conference
Seven-Couples Panel

January 19, 1963
Eighteenth Lynnewood Conference
Dr. Robert "\V. Moon-Dr. Gordon G. Zimmerman

February 1-3, 1963
Fifth Annual Symposium
Southern California Historical Societies
San Diego

February 17, 1963
Nineteenth Lynnewood Conference
Local Environ

March 17, 1963
Twentieth Lynnewood Conference
Suburbia

March 29-30,1963
Sixteenth Annual California History Foundation Institute
University of the Pacific

March 30, 1963
Jedediah Smith Society Breakfast
April 6-13, 19 63

Sixteenth Annual California Missions Tour

June 20-23, 1963
Ninth Annual Meeting
Conference of California Historical Societies
San Francisco

